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INTRODUCTION
The Superconducting Super Collider (SSC), a scientific instrument for
exploring the basic structure of nature, would allow physicists to examine
particle structure following the collision of protons that have been
accelerated to 20 trillion electron volts (TeV) . The U.S. Department of
Energy (USDOE) established a core group to develop and site the instrument.
The siting process included proposals from many of the state governments
throughout the United States.
The State of Illinois participated fully in the site selection process. Much
of the Illinois proposal was based on information developed by the Illinois
state scientific surveys which are divisions of the State Department of Energy
and Natural Resources (ENR). Two technical teams were established and led by
Illinois State Geological Survey staff: a geological and geotechnical team,
headed by Dr. John Kempton; and an environmental screening team, headed by Dr.
David Gross, which worked with staff from the State Water Survey, Natural
History Survey, and the Illinois State Museum.
Although named one of the best qualified sites in the competition, the
Illinois site was not chosen. However, the wealth of data collected will be
useful for preparing future planning projects. The time remaining on various
contracts after the site decision was made, was used to preserve and enhance
through publication, the value of the data collected.
This document is the printed listing of the Superconducting Super Collider
Archives Database at the Illinois State Geological Survey (ISGS). All
materials listed are housed and available for public review, unless otherwise
noted, at the Library and Map Room of the Illinois State Geological Survey,
615 East Peabody Drive, Champaign, Illinois. For further information contact
the Librarian at (217) 333-5110.
The SSC Archives includes the files, maps, and other published and unpublished
materials, gathered from SSC staff at the Illinois State Geological Survey and
from the former Chicago Office of "SSC for Fermilab." The SSC for Fermi lab
organization, later called "SSC for Illinois," was a public/private
partnership dedicated to bringing the SSC Project to the State of Illinois.
Materials in the collection have been arranged into four main sections:
Part I-Annotated Bibliography;
Part II-Illinois State Geological Survey Files Listing;
Part III -SSC for Fermilab Files Listing;
Part IV (still to be received)-Ill inois Institute of Technology Research
Institute (IITRI) Files Listing.
The earliest SSC-related materials date from 1982, but some background
materials, including research from the original Fermilab siting work, date
from the late 1960s.
The Annotated Bibliography includes reports, manuscripts, maps, and
audiovisual materials produced and gathered by the Illinois State Geological
Survey research teams as part of the immense effort to acquire the
Superconducting Super Collider facility for Illinois. Materials are organized
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into the following main categories: Illinois Research, Background Materials
Used by Illinois Research Teams, SSC Publications by Other States,
Publications Generated by the National Effort on the SSC Project, Audiovisual
Collection, Photograph Collection, and Articles Collection. Most items are
annotated, and have an ISGS Library call number or archival number listed to
facilitate retrieval. All materials are housed in the ISGS Library and Map
Room unless otherwise noted in the bibliography.
Parts Two, Three, and Four, the Files Listings, reflect an attempt to maintain
as closely as possible the order in which the files were originally received.
Individual files are numbered and listed alphabetically under the heading for
each set. Because General Correspondence is substantial in all the file sets,
items are listed under this subheading only by date; no attempt was made to
list them individually. Descriptions of the file sets and/or their individual
arrangements have been included with the set headings in the listing. Some
items in the Geological Survey Files Listing are annotated, mainly items
listed under the AR (Archival) Files subheading. The files are identified by
a number that matches the files listing for easy retrieval. All files are
housed in either archival boxes or file cabinets.
At the time of this printing, materials were still being accepted into the
Archives, most notably a substantial collection of material from the Illinois
Institute of Technology Research Institute (IITRI). These materials will
comprise Part Four of the Archives Listing. Other materials are also expected
and will be incorporated into the collection as more research is published and
items cease to be used on a regular basis.

PART ONE: ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
ILLINOIS RESEARCH
Proposal Documents of the State of Illinois
Published in 1987, these documents represent the end product of vast
research by the State of Illinois. Copies of the proposal and attachments
are housed in the Illinois State Geological Survey Library. The supplement
and the enclosure documents are in the Illinois State Archives in
Springfield. Listings of the items contained in these two sets are
maintained in the ISGS Library SSC Archives.
Proposal to site the Superconducting Super Collider in Illinois.
Prepared for the U.S. Department of Energy and submitted by the
State of Illinois, James R. Thompson, Governor. Springfield:
Office of the Governor, August 1987, 8 volumes, 11 pieces.
S 14. GV: SSC 1
Eleven-piece set in one box. V.l: Executive Summary; v. 2: Offer,
financial and other incentives, and other documents; v. 3: Text,
geology and tunneling; v. 3: Maps, Geology A; v. 3: Maps, Geology B;
v.4: Regional resources; v. 5: Environment; v. 6: Setting; v. 6:
Maps; v.7: Regional conditions; v. 8: Utilities.
Proposal to site the Superconducting Super Collider in Illinois:
attachments. Springfield: Office of the Governor, August 1987, 13
volumes in folder.
S 14. GV: SSC 2
List of attachments: Siting the Superconducting Super Collider in
Illinois, 1985 (ILENR/SC-87/01) ; Siting the Superconducting Super
Collider in northeastern Illinois: environmental screening atlas,
1986; Geotechnical summary to the proposal to site the
Superconducting Super Collider in Illinois, 1987; Geological-
geotechnical studies for siting the Superconducting Super Collider
in Illinois: preliminary geological feasibility report, 1985 (EGN
111); Geological -geotechnical studies for siting the
Superconducting Super Collider in Illinois: results of the fall
1984 test drilling program, 1987 (EGN 117); Geological-
geotechnical studies for siting the Superconducting Super Collider
in Illinois: results of the spring 1985 test drilling program,
1987 (EGN 120); Disposal of material to be excavated from the
Illinois SSC, 1987; Evaluation through laboratory studies: impact
of th material to be excavated from the Illinois SSC tunnel on
surface and groundwater supplies, 1987; Natural background
radiation in the proposed Illinois SSC siting area, 1987; Using a
geographic information system to optimize site selection for the
SSC in Illinois, 1987; Resolutions and other documents supporting
the SSC in Illinois, 1987; SSC permitting report, 1987;
Implementation plan for the SSC in Illinois, 1987.

Supplement to the site proposal for the Superconducting Super
Collider in Illinois. Chicago: State of Illinois, Office of the
Governor, March 1988, 6 volumes.
Listing only: AR 31
The physical items are housed at the State Archives in
Springfield. An annotated listing of volumes, part of AR 31, is
maintained in the Geological Survey Files Listing. It also is
accessible in the ISGS Library database as SSC.SUPP.
Enclosure documents supporting the Illinois SSC Site Proposal.
Chicago: State of Illinois, Office of the Governor, March 1988.
Listing only: AR 31
Consists of approximately 10 feet of materials and rolled maps
contained in 24 boxes. The items are housed at the Illinois State
Archives in Springfield. A list of the items, part of AR 31, is
maintained in the Geological Survey Files Listing. It also is
accessible in the ISGS Library database as SSC.SUPP.
Publications and Manuscripts
Arranged in reverse chronological order by year and alphabetically by
author.
1989 Kane County water well database. Principal investigators: J. James
Eidel, Adrian P. Visocky, and Charles J. Zelinski. Prepared by
the Illinois State Geological Survey and the Illinois State
Water Survey, July 14, 1989, unpaged.
S 14. GS: ZSSC 7
Printed version of database containing private and public well
records from pre-1900 through 1987. Diskette available.
King, Robin B., Ming T. Lee, and Krishan P. Singh. Land use/cover
cl assification for the proposed Superconducting Super Collider
study area, northeastern Illinois. Illinois State Water Survey
Contract Report 458, 25 p.
S 14. WS: CON 458
Singh, Krishan P., H. Vernon Knapp, Ganapathi S. Ramamurthy, and
Sally M. Broeren. Mater resources for the SSC site in
northeastern Illinois: water supply, waste disposal, streamflow
variability, and floodpl ain delineation. Illinois State Water
Survey Contract Report 465, 105 p.
S 14. WS: CON 465
1988 777e case for Fermi lab: presentation to Energy Secretary John S.
Herrington. By Representatives from the State of Illinois,
James R. Thompson, Governor. Springfield: State of Illinois,
Office of the Governor, October 6, 1988, looseleaf.
S 14. GV: SSC 5

Curran, L. M., S. B. Bhagwat, and C. A. Hindman. Disposal
alternative for material to be excavated from the proposal site of
the Superconducting Super Collider in Illinois. Illinois State
Geological Survey Environmental Geology Notes 125, 17 p.
S 14. GS: EGN 125
Curry, B. B., A. M. Graese, M. J. Hasek, R. C. Vaiden,
R. A. Bauer, D. A. Schumacher, K. A. Norton, and W. G. Dixon,
Jr. Geological -geotechnical studies for siting the
Superconducting Super Collider in Illinois: results of the 1986
drilling program. Illinois State Geological Survey
Environmental Geology Notes 122, 108 p.
S 14. GS: EGN 122
Gatz, Donald F. Measurements of airborne particul ate matter
(PM-10) at the proposed Illinois Superconducting Super Collider
site. Illinois State Water Survey Contract Report 464, 48 p.
S 14. WS: CON 464
Geotechnical summary to the proposal to site the Superconducting
Super Collider in Illinois. By Harza Engineering with the
assistance of the Illinois State Geological Survey. Illinois
State Geological Survey, 1988, 148 p.
S 14. GS: ZSSC 4 1988
Gilkeson, R. H., R. A. Cahill, and C. R. Gendron. Natural
background radiation in the proposed Illinois SSC siting area.
Illinois State Geological Survey Environmental Geology Notes
127, 47 p.
S 14. GS: EGN 127 Draft: AR15
Graese, A. M., R. A. Bauer, B. B. Curry, R. C. Vaiden,
W. G. Dixon, Jr., and J. P. Kempton. Geological -geotechnical
studies for siting the Super conducting Super Collider in
Illinois: regional summary. Illinois State Geological Survey
Environmental Geology Notes 123, 100 p.
S 14. GS: EGN 123
Illinois SSC Citizens Mitigation Advisory Task Force: an issues
paper. Chicago: I IT Research Institute, October 14, 1988, 14 p.
S 14.ENR: ZSSC 5
Krapac, I. G., W. R. Roy, R. A. Griffin, and T. Beissel.
Potential impact of material to be excavated from the Illinois
SSC tunnel on surface water and groundwater resources
.
Illinois State Geological Survey Environmental Geology Notes
126, 19 p.
S 14. GS: EGN 126 Draft: AR12

State of Illinois comments on the draft environmental impact
statement for the Superconducting Super Collider. Springfield:
Illinois Department of Energy and Natural Resources, October
1988. 8 volumes.
S 14.ENR: ZSSC 6
Volumes are separate chapters. Titles are 1) General comments; 2)
Detailed technical comments; 3) Mitigation strategies; 4)
Environmental assessment; 5) Single campus design; 6) Cost study;
7) Citizen's Advisory Task Force report; 8) Good neighbor
legislation
Vaiden, R. C, M. J. Hasek, C. R. Gendron, B. B. Curry,
A. M. Graese, and R. A. Bauer. Geol ogical -geotechnical studies
for siting the Superconducting Super Collider in Illinois:
results of drilling large-di ameter test holes in 1986. Illinois
State Geological Survey Environmental Geology Notes 124, 57 p.
S 14. GS: EGN 124
Visocky, Adrian P. and Marcia A. Schulmeister. Ground-water
investigations for siting the Superconducting Super Collider in
northeastern Illinois. Illinois State Water Survey Circular
170, 80 p.
S 14. WS: CIR 170 Draft: AR14
1987 Curran, L. M., and S. B. Bhagwat. Disposal of material to be
excavated from the Illinois Superconducting Super Collider.
Illinois State Geological Survey, 28 p.
S 14. GS: ZSSC 1
Attachment to the unpublished SSC proposal; published later as
EGN 125.
Dobson, L. Douglas. An overview of citizen reactions to the
proposed Superconducting Super Collider in Illinois. DeKalb:
Northern Illinois University, Center for Governmental Studies,
Public Opinion Laboratory, 17 p.
M N82/IL3/U: CGS 987/1
Geotechnical summary to the proposal to site the Superconducting
Super Collider in Illinois. Prepared by Harza Engineering
Company with the assistance of the Illinois State Geological
Survey. Champaign: Illinois State Geological Survey, July
1987, 148 p.
S 14. GS: ZSSC 4
Gilkeson, R. H., R. A. Cahill, C. R. Gendron, D. Laymon,
S. Padovani, L. M. Kulju, and M. Ramamurthi. Natural background
radiation in the proposed Illinois SSC siting area. Illinois
Geological Survey, 49 p.
S 14. GS ZSSC 3
Attachment to the unpublished SSC proposal; published later as
EGN127.

Johnson, Lucinda B. and Warren U. Brigham. Using a geographic
information system to optimize site selection for the SSC in
Illinois. Champaign: Illinois Natural History Survey, April
1987, 38 p.
S 14. NH: ZSSC 1 Draft: AR13
Kempton, J. P., R. C. Vaiden, D. R. Kolata, P. B. DuMontelle,
M. M. Killey, and R. A. Bauer. Geological -geotechnical
studies for siting the Superconducting Super Collider in
Illinois: preliminary feasibility report. Illinois State
Geological Survey Environmental Geology Notes 111, 63 p.
S 14. GS: EGN 111 Draft: AR21
Kempton, J. P., R. A. Bauer, B. B. Curry, W. G. Dixon, Jr.,
A. M. Graese, D. R. Kolata, P. C. Reed, M. L. Sargent, and R.
C. Vaiden. Geological -geotechnical studies for siting the
Superconducting Super Collider in Illinois: results of the Fall
1984 test drilling program. Illinois State Geological Survey
Environmental Geology Notes 117, 102 p.
S 14. GS: EGN 117
Kempton, J. P., R. A. Bauer, B. B. Curry, W. G. Dixon, Jr.,
A. M. Graese, P. C. Reed, and R. C. Vaiden. Geological -
geotechnical studies for Siting the Superconducting Super
Collider in Illinois: results of the Fall 1985 test drilling
program. Illinois State Geological Survey Environmental Geology
Notes 120, 88 p.
S 14. GS: EGN 120
Krapac, I. G., W. R. Roy, R. A. Griffin, and T. Beissel.
Evaluation through laboratory studies: impact of the material
to be excavated from the Illinois Superconducting Super
Collider tunnel on surface and groundwater supplies. Illinois
State Geological Survey, 19 p.
S 14. GS: ZSSC 2
Attachment to the unpublished SSC proposal.
Land acqui sition for the Illinois SSC. Prepared for the Illinois
Department of Energy and Natural Resources by Hanson Engineers,
Inc., Springfield: Hanson Engineers, 36+ p.
S 14.ENR: ZSC 170
Rock motion measurements beneath truck and train traffic within
the super collider site for Illinois State Geological Survey.
Prepared by Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates, Inc., October 21,
1987, 20 p.
S 14. GS: ZSSC 4

1986 Hines, Jennifer. Siting the Superconducting Super Collider in
northeast Illinois: environmental screening atlas. Illinois
Department of Natural Resources, 96 p.
S 14.ENR: ZSSC 2 Draft and review copies: AR20
A collection of 42 maps with text. The data illustrates the
suitability of northeastern Illinois for siting the SSC.
Environmental, geologic, cultural, and economic impacts of the SSC
are examined, using Illinois DENR's computer-based Geographic
Information System (GIS).
McGimsey, Charles R., M.A. Graham, E. K. Schroeder, R. W. Graham,
M. D. Wiant, and R. Druhot. Overview and predictive model of
cultural and paleobiological resources in the SSC study area,
northern Illinois. Springfield: Illinois State Museum, 150 p.
S 14. SM: ZSSC 2
An overview of the cultural and paleobiological resources in the
SSC study area from documents and published reports. Although no
fieldwork was conducted, this screening was helpful in developing
preliminary models of site locations to assess the impact of SSC
construction on these resources.
State of Illinois, Department of Natural Resources, SSC permitting
report. Prepared by Harza Engineering Company, [1986?], various
paging.
S 14.ENR ZSSC 4
Describes the project and process of preparing the Environmental
Impact Statement and its effects on the possible construction,
operation, and decommissioning of the SSC.
Superconducting Super Collider: equipment cavern roof span study.
Prepared by Harza Engineering Company and sponsored by the
Illinois Department of Energy and Natural Resources. Chicago:
Harza, July 1986, 13 p. plus 4 pages of tables and 58 figures.
M H27: ZSSC 2
Assesses rock stresses around the rock caverns being considered
for the experimental halls of the proposed Superconducting Super
Collider Illinois site. It was concluded from the study that no
basic engineering problems existed with the range of the spans
studied. Mechanical defects in the rock, however, were not
considered in this report.
Superconducting Super Collider: tunnel drainage studies. Prepared
by Harza Engineering Company and sponsored by Illinois
Department of Energy and Natural Resources. Chicago: Harza,
August 1986, 68 p.
M H27: ZSSC 1
Includes a discussion of the various aspects of tunnel drainage; a
description of alternative tunnel drainage systems; cost estimates
for the various systems; recommendations resulting from the
studies; references; and an appendix giving details of cost
estimates and back up work sheets.
8

1985 Reed, Philip C. "Report on Fermilab test holes #10, 11, 12, 14,
15, 16, 17 downhole geophysical logs". August 1985.
Reed, P.C.
MS#2
Stratigraphy, temperature, structure, moisture, and clay content
are discussed.
Siting the Superconducting Super Collider in Illinois: a report to
Governor James R. Thompson and members of the 84th General
Assembly. Springfield: Illinois Department of Energy and
Natural Resources, February 1985, 28 p.
S 14.ENR: ZSSC 1 Drafts: AR16
Describes the setting for the SSC in Illinois, general
considerations, geologic feasibility, environmental feasibility,
and ongoing research.
Maps and Logs
Arranged alphabetically by title.
[Aerial photography of the SSC study area.] Des Plaines: Chicago
Aerial Survey, Inc., 1985, 1986, 1988. 159 sheets.
4102 C5.4-2 sh. 1-157
Includes aerial photographs from DeKalb, Kane, DuPage, Will, and
Kendall counties. Scale: 1:24,000, 41" x 40" or smaller.
Index of aerial photography of the SSC area. David L. Gross and
John P. Kempton. Illinois State Geological Survey, printed 1987
4102 C5.4-1
Aerial photography purchased from Chicago Aerial Survey, Inc.
Scale 1:100,000, 21"x 20".
[Color-infrared photos of SSC study area]. USGS, 1980-1984.
Scale: 1:58,000; 74 sheets; 9"x9".
Folder 126 (map room)
[Computer generated maps of the SSC corridor options and some man-
made features]. Scale 1:100,000; 11 sheets; 37"x38" or smaller,
1986?
R4103 nl-3
Sheet 1: crude oil, natural gas, refined oil; sheet 2: locations
of gas pipelines; sheets 3-11: SSC corridor options.
Drilling Logs. Summary sheets for each well in the proposed
SSC siting area: 37 sheets listing the contents of a file of
geologic information are kept in the archives file cabinet in
the library. These sheets serve as a guide to the file and to
the original logs housed in the Geological Records Unit at the
Illinois Geological Survey.
AR 9

Land use and land cover map of northeastern Illinois. By Richard
E. Dahlberg and Donald E. Luman. Champaign: Illinois State
Geological Survey, August 1985. Scale 1:200,000.
Size 22"x32".
4102 h4-l
This map and its companion satellite image map (listed in this
section) provide an overview of resources of a portion of
northeastern Illinois. Map data were produced by the U.S.
Geological Survey as part of its national inventory of land use
and land cover. This map displays seven land use and land cover
categories: urban or built-up land, agricultural land, rangeland,
forest land, water, wetlands, and barren lands. Sources of contact
and information are included.
Quaternary deposits of Illinois. Illinois State Geological Survey,
January 15, 1985. Scale 1:500,000; 42 ,, x58 M .
4100 d.5.6-1
Satellite image map of northeastern Illinois. By Richard E.
Dahlberg and Donald E. Luman. Champaign: Illinois State
Geological Survey, 1985. Scale 1:200,000. Size 22"x32".
4102 h4-2
Intended to provide an overview of resources of northeastern
Illinois, this map includes smaller maps showing counties,
highways, agricultural soils and bedrock, as well as surficial
geology. The image is derived from a single Landsat 4 Thematic
Mapper scene acquired October 1982. A striking contrast is shown
between the Chicago area and the Fox River area where the SSC site
was to be located. False color is used to distinguish features.
Land use and land cover map of northeastern Illinois is a
companion map.
[Stack unit maps of upper 5 feet for SSC area]. Compiled by
Richard C. Berg. Illinois State Geological Survey (1984), 38
sheets plus index.
4103 d5.6-2
Includes Kane and DeKalb counties and portions of DuPage, Cook,
Ogle, and Lee counties. Scale: 1:24,000; Size: 27"x22".
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BACKGROUND MATERIALS USED IN ILLINOIS RESEARCH
This section includes Miscellaneous Materials, arranged alphabetically by
author; Fermilab Materials, arranged in reverse chronological order and
alphabetically by author.
Miscellaneous Materials
Arranged alphabetically by author.
Buschbach, T. C, and G. E. Heim. Preliminary geologic
investigations of rock tunnel sites for flood and pollution
control in the Greater Chicago area. Illinois State Geological
Survey Environmental Notes 52, 1972
S 14. GS: EGN 52
A tunnel system of more than 100 miles in bedrock was proposed for
the greater Chicago area to intercept overflow from the existing,
combined sanitary-storm water sewer and convey it to temporary
storage chambers excavated in the rock. This paper reports the
preliminary geologic investigations made during a study for the
tunnel sites, which included test drilling and coring, geophysical
logging of boreholes, laboratory testing of samples, seismic
surveys, and testing for groundwater.
Gifford, Douglas G., and John W. Critchfield. Muck utilization
study: Glenmont Route sections B009-B012, Washington, DC: final
report. Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Transportation,
Urban Mass Transportation Administration, September 1980, 48 p.
(UMTA; DC-06-0209-80-1)
U TD7.11: DC-06-0209-80-1
Gross, David L. Geology for planning in DeKalb County, Illinois.
Illinois State Geological Survey Environmental Geology Notes
33. April 1970, 26 p.
S 14. GS: EGN 33
Written at the request of the DeKalb County Planning Department,
the report furnishes information on the county concerning waste
disposal, groundwater availability, sand and gravel resources, and
suitability of the land for highway and subdivision development.
Major sections deal with the geology of DeKalb County, resources,
and an evaluation of the area for land uses.
Goddard, Tyrone M. So/7 survey of Kane County, Illinois. U.S.
Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service, Illinois
Agricultural Experiment Station Soil Report No. 109, April
1979, 247 p.
M UN4/IL3/AG7: S0R 109
Heigold, Paul C. Notes on the earthquake of September 15, 1972, in
northern Illinois. Illinois State Geological Survey
Environmental Geology Notes 59, December 1972, 15 p.
S 14. GS: EGN 59
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A discussion of a 1972 earthquake with an epicenter approximately
7 miles south of Amboy in Lee County and a magnitude of 4.63 on
the Richter scale (determined from body waves). This paper
provides an overview of the earthquake magnitude, energy, and
intensity, and covers the geological setting of the earthquake,
earthquake history of Illinois, and northern Illinois earthquake
hazards.
Hinkley, Kenneth C. Soil survey of DeKalb County, Illinois. U.S.
Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service, Illinois
Agricultural Experiment Station Soil Report No. 108, May 1978,
168 p.
M UN4/IL3/AG7: SOR 108
Illinois permit directory for major energy development projects.
Illinois Department of Energy and Natural Resources, Illinois
Coordinated Review Process Program, 1982, 166 p.
S 14.ENR: ILLDOE 82/15
Kempton, J. P., and Robert Gilkeson. "Geology for planning in Kane
County, Illinois". Illinois Geological Survey, May 17, 1976, 41
P.
Kempton, J. P. MS#4
Part of a regional study undertaken by the ISGS for the
Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission, this report is volume
1 1 of manuscript 4.
Landon, Ronald A., and John P. Kempton. Stratigraphy of the
glacial deposits of the National Accelerator site, Batavia,
Illinois. Illinois State Geological Survey Circular 456, 1971,
21 p.
S 14. GS: CIR 456
Identifies and correlates informal rock-stratigraphic units within
the glacial deposits at the National Accelerator Laboratory site
near Batavia, Illinois. This study, designed to provide a
stratigraphic framework for the preliminary engineering evaluation
of the foundation condition at the site, was based on the
description and analysis of representative samples taken from test
borings made throughout the site.
Leopold, Luna B., F. E. Clarke, B. B. Hanshaw, and J. R. Balsley.
A procedure for evaluating environmental impact. Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Geological Survey Circular 645, 1971, 13 p.
U 119.4/2: CIR 645
An information matrix system useful as a guide for environmental
impact reporting and as a systematic reference.
12

Liu, T.K., D. G. Gifford, R. P. Stulgis, and D. L. Reed. Muck
utilization in urban transportation tunneling process: final
report. Prepared by Haley & Aldrich, Inc. Washington, D.C.:
Urban Mass Transportation Administration: NTIS, December 1977,
various paging totaling 384 p.
U NTIS: PB-278066
Procedural plan for implementing Executive Order No. 7: Protection
of endangered species and natural areas. Springfield: Illinois
Department of Conservation, April 1986, 42 p.
S 14. CS: ZEN 21
Reinertsen, David L. Batavia area: geological science field trip.
Illinois State Geological Survey Field Trip Guide Leaflet
1986-C.
S 14. GS: GUL 1986-C
Acquaints the reader with the geology, topography, and mineral
resources of a section along the western side of the Chicago
metropolitan area, and shows how geology relates to regional land-
use planning.
The siting puzzle: piecing together economic development and
environmental quality: Proceedings of the 13th annual ENR
conference (Chicago, Illinois: 13-14 Sept. 1984). Illinois
Department of Energy and Natural Resource, Energy and
Environmental Affairs Division, January 1985, 230 p.
S 14. ENR: DOC 84/12
The conference focused on the need to maintain economic
development while simultaneously protecting environmental quality.
Topics included siting energy and waste facilities, application of
land use planning and resource evaluation, hydrology and climate
data, siting experiences in other states.
Spoil disposal plan for the Crosstown Interceptor and Inline Pump
Station. Milwaukee, WI: Milwaukee Water Pollution Abatement
Program, Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District, July 1983,
25 p.
M M61/M56: ZSP 64
Specifically addresses the spoil from the Crosstown Interceptor
and Inline Pump Station. General information has been included
relative to spoil volumes to be generated by construction of the
North Shore Interceptor and the Kinnickinnic/Lake Michigan Tunnel
extension. This provides an overall appreciation of the total
spoil to be generated over a period of years by inline storage
system construction. Potential uses of the spoil were surveyed,
and a number of uses were identified.
13

Visocky, Adrian P., Marvin G. Sherrill and Keros Cartwright.
Geology, hydrology, and water quality of the Cambrian and
Ordovici an systems in northern Illinois. Illinois State
Geological Survey and Illinois State Water Survey Cooperative
Groundwater Report 10, 1985, 136 p.
S 14. GS: COO 10
Fermi lab Materials
Arranged in reverse chronological order and alphabetically by author under
each year.
Annuals
Annual report of the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory.
1983 through 1990
M F36/IN2: AN (yr)
Fermilab industrial affiliates roundtables: annual meetings.
M F36/IN2:
1987 - Research technology in the twenty-first century
1986 - Science, economic and public policy
1985 - Applications of particle physics: out on the limb of
speculation
1984 - Industrial participation in large science projects
1982 - Technology transfer and the university-industry interface
Site environmental report for calendar year ... By Samuel I.
Baker; laboratory by R. L. Allen et al
.
, 1984 -
M F38: SIE 1987
1987 Site development and facility utilization plan. Batavia, IL: the
Laboratory.
M F38 ZSI 86 1987
Prepared as an aid for DOE and Fermilab to understand and plan the
development of the Fermilab site, laboratory components are
highlighted and experimental areas are briefly described.
Addresses current problems and presents proposed projects for the
next five years that are intended to provide solutions to these
problems.
Tevatron upgrade - Linac conceptual design. Batavia, IL: the
laboratory, April 1987, 70 p.
M F38: ZTE 29
1986 Fermilab 15 year institutional plan FY1987 - FY2001. Batavia,
IL: the Laboratory. May 1986
M F38: FIP 1987-2001
Upon request from the U.S. DOE, institutional planning was
extended from 10 years to 15 years. Interestingly, the plausible
notion that the facility may be terminated was included in this
report.
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The following reports from the late 1960s represent the original efforts
to secure the Illinois Weston site for the construction of Fermilab
1968-9
Real Estate Research Corporation. The comprehensive development
impact study regarding the National Accelerator Laboratory at
Heston. Chicago, IL: Real Estate Research Corporation, 1968, 10
volumes.
M R22/ES8: PR 1-9
M R22/ES8: Final
This series consists of nine preliminary reports and one final
report.
Preliminary report 1: Past trends and present conditions of the
population and economy in the accelerator study area.
Preliminary report 2: Analysis of local government development
responsibilities in the accelerator study area.
Preliminary report 3: Past trends in the development of facilities
and services.
Preliminary report 4: Characteristics of the accelerator related
to development impact.
Preliminary report 5: Projections of the population and economy
with and without accelerator (includes addendum volume).
Preliminary report 6: Projections of land use and public facility
requirements with and without the accelerator.
Preliminary report 7: Identification and quantification of costs
and benefits.
Preliminary report 8: Suggested planning and action strategy.
Preliminary report 9: Technical report on methodology.
1967 AEC authorizing legislation fiscal year 1968: hearings before the
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, Congress of the United
States. ...on general and physical research program, including
proposed 200-BEV Accelerator. Washington, DC: U.S. GPO, 1967.
U Y4.At7/2: L52/968/pt. 1/apps
Represents the final decision for selecting the location of
Fermilab. The search for the best site formally commenced in April
1965 with a press release issued by the Atomic Energy Commission
(AEC) inviting proposals for siting the facility. Selection of the
northeastern Illinois Weston Site was based on criteria such as
accessibility, proximity to educational facilities, and
construction and operating cost estimates. The Fermilab project
was used as a reference for factors involved in the SSC siting
project. Contents: Appendix 1: Basis for final selection of Weston
site, January 20, 1967; Appendix 2: Report of the National Academy
of Sciences' Site Selection Committee, March 1986
Landon, R. A. and John P. Kempton. "Stratigraphy of the
unconsolidated deposits at the 200 BEV accelerator site,
Weston, Illinois, 1967: preliminary report". Photocopy. 1967.
Landon, R. A. MS#3
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Landon, R. A. "Stratigraphy of the unconsolidated deposits at the
200 BEV accelerator site, Weston, Illinois: final report".
Photocopy. 1967.
Landon, R. A. MS#2
"Report on Illinois sites for the 200 BEV accelerator". Prepared
by the Illinois State Geological Survey for the U.S. Atomic
Energy Commission, 1965. Photocopy.
Misc. MS #89
Two reports are included: "Effects of waste water disposal and
ground-water pumping on foundation stability and subsurface water
conditions at the Weston, Illinois site" and "Supplemental report
on geologic conditions at proposed sites". The latter report
describes pertinent data on five sites proposed for the 200 BEV
particle accelerator in the Chicago region of Illinois.
1966 "AEC site inspection team report, Chicago, Illinois (Weston
site)". U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, 1966, 14 p. Photocopy.
Misc. MS #127
Supplementary Information for the Atomic Energy Commission.
Springfield, IL: State of Illinois, Department of Business and
Economic Development, 1966, 43 p.
S 14. BE: ZAEC 1
Contains supplementary information relating to selection of the
Weston site for the 200 BEV accelerator. Major topics include
water issues and geologic information at the site, legal actions
on acquisition of land and support, and statements of university
presidents and supporting organizations.
"Illinois proposal for the site of 200 BEV particle accelerator to
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission". Prepared by I IT Research
Institute and Corplan Associates ... 196? Photocopy.
Misc MS: #128 Vols. 1,2,4,5
v.l: Introduction and summary of Illinois proposal for the site of
the 200 BEV particle accelerator; v. 2: Proposal for the site of
the 200 BEV particle accelerator; v. 4: South Barrington site, Cook
County, IL; v. 5: Weston site, DuPage County, IL.
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SSC PUBLICATIONS BY OTHER STATES
Arranged alphabetically by state and title under each state.
Arizona
The Arizona SSC project, Maricopa site proposal . The Project,
September 2, 1987, Volume 3 only.
S 3. SSC: SSC 1
Contents of this volume 3 include geology; tunneling and
underground construction; geohydrology; seismicity/faul ting;
references; Appendix 3-a: Maricopa subsidence report; Appendix 3-
b: Estimated costs and schedules (includes total costs, tunneling,
cut and fill and shaft estimates).
Cal ifornia
A proposal to the United States Department of Energy for siting
the Superconducting Super Collider in Cal ifornia: Davis site.
Berkeley, CA: State of California, September 2, 1987, 9 v.
S 5.GV: SSC 1
The complete proposal: v.l. Executive summary; v. 2. Offer,
financial and other incentives, and other documents; v. 3. Geology
and tunneling; v. 4. Regional resources; v. 5. Environment; v. 6.
Setting; v. 7. Regional conditions; v. 8. Utilities; v. 9.
Appendices.
A proposal to United States Department of Energy for siting the
Superconducting Super Collider in Cal ifornia: Stockton site.
Berkeley, CA: State of California, September 2, 1987, 9 v.
S 5.GV: SSC 2
The complete proposal: v.l. Executive summary; v. 2. Offer,
financial and other incentives, and other documents; v. 3. Geology
and tunneling; v. 4. Regional resources; v. 5. Environment; v. 6.
Setting; v. 7. Regional conditions; v. 8. Utilities; v. 9.
Appendices.
Colorado
Colorado and the Superconducting Super Collider. Colorado SSC
Consortium, Denver, Co: Colorado Advanced Technology Institute,
1986, 36 p.
S 6. SSC: SSC 1
Preliminary data report conducted for the Colorado State
Geological Survey on the Superconducting Super Collider study.
By Donley S. Collins and Thomas C. Nichols, Jr. U.S. Geological
Survey Open-file Report 87-55, 13 p.
U 119.76: 87-55
Florida
Report to the Florida legislature on the development of a state
proposal for the Superconducting Super Collider. Tallahassee,
FL: State of Florida, March 1986, 33 p.
S 10. GV: SSC 2
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Ohio
Oregon
SSC Siting Task Force (Ohio). Siting the Superconducting Super
Collider in Ohio: a Report to Richard F. Celeste, Governor, and
the 116th General Assembly. Columbus: Ohio State University,
July 1, 1985, 251 p.
M 0H3/SU/UN4: ZSSC 1
Represents the first phase of the State's response to the SSC site
selection program. Discusses engineering and sociopolitical
criteria for site selection, characteristics of the primary
central Ohio site such as geology, infrastructure, land use, and
safety and environmental considerations. Various aspects of
facility design and construction costs are examined. Includes
references and glossary.
Preliminary comparison of three Superconducting Super Collider
sites in Oregon. Prepared for the Oregon Economic Development
Department by CHM2Hill Co. Salem, Oregon: the Department,
September 26, 1985, 48 p.
S 38. EC: SSC 1
Texas
Continuous unitized tunneling system (CUTS): proposed research and
development . College Station, TX: Texas A&M University, Texas
Engineering Experiment Station, [1984], 97 p.
M T31am/UN4/RF: ZCU 97
Proposal for a research and development program on tunnel
technology for the SSC. Collaboration was expected among Texas A&M
University, several industrial participants, and the U.S.
Department of Energy. From this program, a system called CUTS was
to be designed, demonstrating tunnel cost reduction by improving
tunneling technology. The project was to have begun in November
1984 with anticipated completion at the end of 1987. The cover
states that the project was halted because a review showed that
material -transport systems were pushing the limits of technology.
Washington
A geologic feasibility study for the Superconducting Super
Collider. By R. Lasmanis and T. Hall. Olympia, WA: Washington
State Division of Earth Sciences, Open-File Report 85-3, 1985,
41 p.
S 49. GE: OFR 85-3
The state of Washington and the SSC. By CH2MHill Co.. [1986],
12 p.
S 49. GV: SSC 1
Designed and produced as a public service, the bochure cites the
technical assets of Washington state as a potential site for the
SSC and the benefits the SSC can provide to the State.
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Following is a listing of executive summaries to various state's site
proposals for the SSC. These were all submitted to the U.S. Department of
Energy in September of 1987, in response its "Invitation..." (DOE/ER-
0315). The call numbers are cited after the name of the State. The name
of the site also is listed where more than one site was considered within
a state.
Colorado
Florida
Idaho
Louisiana
Michigan -
Michigan -
Mi ssissippi
Montana
Nevada
New Mexico
New York -
New York -
New York -
Lenawee and Monroe site
Ingham and Jackson site
- Estancia Basin
Rochester site
St. Regis Valley site
Wall kill Valley site
North Carolina
Ohio and West Virginia Partnership
Oklahoma
Oregon - Columbia River site
Oregon - University site
South Dakota
Tennessee
(v. 7, vibration, also attached)
Texas - Amarillo site
Texas - Dallas-Fort Worth site
(v. 2, incentives, also attached)
Utah - Cedar Mountains Site
Utah - Ripple Valley site
Washington
Wyoming
6.GV
10. GV
13. GV
19. SSC
23. SSC
23. SSC
25. GV
27. GV
29. EC
32. GV
33. GV
33. GV
33. GV
34. GV
36. SSC
37. SSC
38. GV
38. GV
43. GV
44. GV
S 45. SSC
S 45. SSC
S 46. GV
S 46. GV
S 49. GV
S 52. GV
SSC 2
SSC 1
SSC 1
SSC 1
SSC 1
SSC 2
SSC 1
SSC 1
SSC 1
SSC 1
SSC 1
SSC 2
SSC 3
SSC 1
SSC 1
SSC 1
SSC 2
SSC 1
SSC 1
SSC 1
SSC 1 v
SSC 2 v
SSC 2 v,
SSC 1 v,
SSC 1 v
SSC 1 v,
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PUBLICATIONS ON NATIONAL SSC EFFORTS
These are catagorized by Federal Government Documents, Scoping Meeting
Documents, and Universities Research Association Publications. They are
arranged in reverse chronological order, and alphabetically by title under
each year.
Federal Government Documents
1989 Federal research determination of the best qualified sites for
DOE's Super Collider: report to the congressional requester.
General Accounting Office. January 1989, 68 p.
U GA1.13: RCED-89-18
Discusses the siting process through the NAS/NAE submission of the
short list of Best Qualified sites. Includes a memo by Dave Gross
(ISGS) and comments by Nick Schneider (ISGS).
1988 Best qualified sites for the Superconducting Super Collider:
report of the United States Department of Energy
Superconducting Super Collider Site Task Force. Washington,
D.C.: U.S. DOE, January 1988, 8 p.
U El. 2: B46
Officially announces the final "BQL" for the SSC site, and
describes the activities undertaken in the evaluation process and
the deliberations, conclusions, and recommendations of the Site
Selection Task Force.
Draft environmental impact statement: Superconducting Super
Collider. Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Energy, August
1988, 9 volumes.
U El. 20: 0138-D
Consists of v.l, 3, and 4 (appendices) in 9 pieces. Volume 2
published in the final impact statement.
Final environmental impact statement: Superconducting Super
Collider. Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Energy, December
1988, 23 volumes.
U El. 20: 0138-F
"The EIS assesses and compares the environmental impacts of the
proposed construction and operation of the SSC at each of seven
site alternatives. The no-action alternative (continued use of
existing accelerators in the U.S. and existing and new
accelerators in other countries) is also evaluated. In addition,
four technical alternatives and several programmatic alternatives
are discussed. ... To measure the effects of constructing the SSC
at any of the seven alternative sites, the DOE determined which
aspects of the human environment would be significantly affected.
The EIS describes the baseline conditions at each of the seven
site alernatives, the trends underway resulting in changes, the
potential environmental impacts expected if the SSC were sited,
possible mitigations of adverse impacts, and resulting residual
adverse impacts" (from abstract, v.l).
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Request for proposals number DE-RP02-88ER40486 for the selection
of a management and operating contractor for the establishment,
management, and initial operation of the Superconducting Super
Collider 1 aboratory. Chicago, IL: U.S. Department of Energy,
Chicago Operation Office, August 19, 1988, various paging plus
attachments.
U El. 8: SSC 1
The package of attachments contains documents that are referred to
in Part IV, Section L, Item L. 22(a) of the document: 1) SSC
information pack; 2) SSC conceptual design report; 3) SSC monthly
report - July 1987 to June 1988; 4) Commerce Business Daily,
magnet industrialization program; 5) Briefing for U.S. High Energy
Physics Advisory Panel; 6) Report of the task force on detector
R&D for the SSC.
Scoping Meeting Documents
1988 Arizona SSC project: the Superconducting Super Collider scoping
meeting input before the Department of Energy: transcript of
the EIS scoping meeting held February 9, 1988 at Arizona state
University, Tempe, Arizona. Recorded by Wendell Chapman.
Phoenix, AZ: Chapman and Associates: U.S. DOE, 1988, 2 volumes.
U El. 2: Sc68/AZ
Colorado SSC project: the Superconducting Super Collider scoping
meeting input in the matter of environmental impact statement
regarding the Superconducting Super Collider held February 12,
1988, Fort Morgan High School, Fort Morgan, Colorado.
Executive Court Reporters, 1988, 2 volumes.
U El. 2: Sc68/C0
Illinois SSC project: the Superconducting Super Collider: scoping
meeting input for the environmental impact statement of the
Superconducting Super Collider held February 18, 1988 at Fermi
National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, Illinois. 1988.
U El. 2: Sc68/IL
Michigan SSC project: the Superconducting Super Collider:
environmental impact statement scoping meeting held at
Stockbridge, Michigan, February 16, 1988. 2 volumes.
U El. 2: Sc68/MI
North Carolina SSC project: the superconducting Super Collider
scoping meeting input before the United States Department of
Energy: public hearing held February 9, 1988 at Butner Public
Safety Building, Butner North Carolina. Bristol, TN: Southern
Reporting Services, 1988, 2 volumes.
U El. 2: Sc68/NC
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Tennessee SSC project: the Superconducting Super Collider meeting
input before the United States Department of Energy on the
environmental impact statement for the Superconducting Super
Collider held February 12, 1988 at Middle Tennessee State
University, Murfreesboro, Tennessee. Clarksville, TN:
Wordmasters Reporting and Transcription Service, 1988, 2
volumes.
U El. 2: Sc68/TN
Texas SSC project: the Superconducting Super Collider scoping
meeting input held February 16, 1988 at National Guard Armory,
yaxahachie, Texas. On the Record Reporting, 1988, 2 volumes.
U El. 2: Sc68/TX
Siting the Superconducting Super Collider. Washington, DC:
National Academy of Sciences and National Academy of
Engineering, 1988, 62 p.
M N21/R31/Su6: ZSI 86
The NAS/NAE Super Collider Site Evaluation Committee, in response
to the U.S. DOE'S request for an independent technical evaluation
of the proposals it received for locating the SSC, developed an
unranked list of "best qualified" sites for the construction of
the SSC. Eight sites were selected out of 36: Arizona, New York,
Colorado, Illinois, Michigan, North Carolina, Tennessee, and
Texas. The report includes a description of the SSC and the
evaluation methods used, the "Best Qualified List", comments on
the evaluations of the site proposals, and various appendices such
as meeting of the committee and subgroups, biographical sketches
of committee members, and statement of work for the committee.
The Superconducting Super Collider: the project and the
environmental process. Washington, DC: U.S. Department of
Energy, [1988], 14 p.
U El. 2: Su 76
1987 Federal research projects: concerns about DOE's Super Collider
site selection process: fact sheet for the Honorable Max
Baucus, U.S. Senate. General Accounting Office. August 6,
1987, 23 p.
U GA1.13: RCED-87-175FS
Discusses the precedent for selecting research sites through a
cooperative process (Fermilab) and examines the geographic
distribution of Federal Research and Development Plant Funds (FY
1965, 1975, 1985). Appendix I compares siting criteria for
Fermilab and the SSC; Appendix II lists major contributors to the
fact sheet.
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Invitation for site proposals for the Superconducting Super
Collider (SSC). Department of Energy, SSC Site Task Force.
(DOE/ER-0315) April 1987, 75 p.
U El. 19: 0315
Consists of three major parts plus appendices and attachments.
Part one introduces the basic land requirements and presents a
tentative schedule for site selection. Part two consists of
detailed instructions, conditions, and notices to proposers on the
preparation of their proposals. Part three outlines the
procedures for selection, qualification criteria, technical
evaluation criteria, and cost considerations. Appendices and
attachments include descriptions of the proposed SSC as defined by
the U.S. DOE, as well as sample forms, labels, etc. to be used in
preparing the formal proposals.
A one-campus SSC. By Leon Lederman and L. C. Teng. Batavia, IL:
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, April 1987, 11 p.
M F38: ZON 2
The report argues that a bypass-clustered IR geometry could
simplify operational problems and save money in the construction
of the SSC. The basic idea is to have only one campus containing
all IR's, distributed on bypasses, and the injector machines.
Designs for double-bypass arrangements with 4 and 6 IP's are
examined and presented. Includes 5 figures.
[A packet of material on the Superconducting Super Collider].
Washington, DC: Department of Energy, 1987.
U El. 2: SSC 1
Prepared for the site selection preproposal conference of April
29, 1987, packet includes: May 11th memo to prospective proposers;
agenda and list of attendees of the April 29 SSC Site Selection
Preproposal Conference; DOENEWS, May 4, 1987; advance notice of
intent to prepare SSC environmental impact statement, April 28,
1987; DOE facts and benefits of high energy research; memo to
prospective proposers, July 20, 1987; copy #1, SSC invitation for
site proposals questions and answers (sequential order) plus
supplementary questions; copy #2, SSC invitation for site
proposals questions and answers (categorical order) plus
supplementary questions; preproposal conference question form;
DOENEWS, April 1, 1987; questions and answers 3; questions and
answers 4.
The Superconducting Super Collider. Washington, DC: distributed by
the U.S. Department of Energy, 1987, one two-pocket folder.
U El/2: Su76/2
Folder includes: general information pamphlet "The Superconducting
Super Collider," and the 40-page full-color publication "To the
Heart of the Matter - the Superconducting Super Collider", both
published by the Universities Research Association, Washington,
DC; two issues of DOENEWS, four issues of DOEFACTS; seven reprints
of newsletters and magazine articles discussing the SSC;
transmittal letter from the executive director of SSC
Coordination, U.S. DOE.
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1986 Ground motion tolerances for the SSC. By G. E. Fischer and P.
Morton. Stanford, CA: Stanford Linear Accelerator Center,
January 1986, 30 p.
U El. 2: G91
This paper attempts to make plausibility statements regarding the
magnitude of tolerable ground motion for the SSC. Describes types
of motions likely to be encountered, gives estimates of the
consequences of such motions, and summarizes suggested tolerances.
Radiation safety of the Superconducting Super Collider. By
Lawrence W. Jones, University of Michigan: supported by the SSC
Central Design Group and the U.S. Department of Energy. Ann
Arbor: University of Michigan, April 1986, 38 p.
U El. 2: Rll
Report of the HEPAP subpanel to review recent information on
superferric magnets. U.S. High Energy Physics Advisory Panel
May 1986, 25 p.
U El. 2: M27
A review of information from the Texas Accelerator Center (TAC)
regarding the superferric magnet and possibilities for lower-cost
accelerator housing than had been assumed by the SSC Central
Design Group. The review was in response to a request by Dr.
Alvin Trivelpiece, Director of Energy Research, Department of
Energy.
SSC workshop on environmental radiation, 14-18 October 1985.
Berkeley, CA: SSC Central Design Group, January 6, 1986, 22 p.
21 p.
U El. 2: Su76
A summary of the presentations and discussions at the SSC workshop
on environmental radiation. Because the material was too extensive
for complete inclusion in this report, Section 6 provides an
introduction and catalog by topic. Section 6 also noted that
these materials were to be kept on file at the Central design
Group offices.
1985 Report of the 1983 HEPAP Subpanel on New Facilities for the U.S.
High Energy Physics Program. Washington D.C.: U.S. Dept. of
Energy, Office of Energy Research, Division of High Energy
physics, (DOE/ER 0169), July 1983, 72 p.
U El. 19: 0169
Research and development for the supercollider. M. Tigner:
statement before the Subcommittee on Energy Development and
Applications, Committee on Science and Technology, United
States House of Representatives, U.S. 99th Congress, 1st
Session, February 28, 1985, 19 p.
U Y4.Sci2: SSC 2
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Second edition of the site atlas for the Superconducting Super
Collider. Los Alamos, N.M.: Los Alamos National Laboratory,
[March 1985], 94 p.
U El. 28: LA-UR-84-3893
Includes contributions from Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Illinois,
Nevada, North Carolina, Texas, Utah, and Washington. Also desribes
the SSC issue and site selection issues. Arizona added a more
recent discussion to the original Quijotoa site study. Other
contributions to the atlas are: Colorado- "Location of sites for a
very large accelerator in the state of Colorado" and "Preliminary
characterization of the high plains east of Denver as a potential
site for the SSC"; Idaho- "Site atlas for SSC at the Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory"; Illinois- "A preliminary design
for a 20 TeV collider in a deep tunnel at Fermilab" and "A
potential SSC site deep underground linking Fermilab and Argonne";
Nevada- "Proposed sites for a SSC in northern Nevada"; New
Mexico- "Proposed site for the SSC in southwestern New Mexico";
North Carolina- "Proposed site for the SSC in North Carolina near
the Triangle Area"; Utah, Washington, and Texas submitted only
brief summaries or statements about selection activity. (See Site
Atlas, 1983, this listing).
1984 Report of the Reference Designs Study Group on the Superconducting
Super Collider. U.S. Dept. of Energy (Reference Design Study
Group), May 8, 1984, 441 p.
U El. 2: R25/1
The National SSC Reference Design Study Group was chartered in
December 1983 by the directors of the U.S. high energy accelerator
laboratories to review the technical and economic feasibility of
various options for creating the SSC facility. This report, the
product of the study, is based on three different types of
superconducting magnets, each with a different configuration aimed
at decreasing the cost of producing the SSC magnet system below
that achievable with existing designs. Three primary areas were
addressed: technical feasibility, economic feasibility, and
identification of specific research and development needs. Major
sections of the report are (1) Introduction, (2) Scientific
purpose of the SSC, (3) Collider designs, (4) Accelerator physics
issues, (5) Reference design A, (6) Reference design B, (7)
Reference design C, and (8) Conclusions.
Report of the Reference Designs Study Group on the Superconducting
Super Collider: appendix C: cost estimate details. U.S.
Department of Energy and Natural Resources (Reference Design
Study Group), May 8, 1984, 803 p.
U El. 2: R25/2
Appendix C contains materials used as the basis for the Reference
Design cost estimates. The cost estimating process, breakdown of
work structure, and project definitions are explained. Discusses
costs of accelerator systems and the associated required
conventional plant; construction and bringing to operational
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readiness all technical accelerator systems, including associated
engineering, design, and administrative costs.
Superconducting Super Collider reference design study:
conventional facilities. Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas,
Inc. for the U.S. Department of Energy. Parsons Brinckerhoff,
May 8, 1984, 167 p.
U El. 2: R25/4
Superconducting Super Collider reference design study: technical
appendix. Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade and Douglas, Inc., May 8,
1984, 113 p.
U El. 2: R25/5
Consists of three sections: (1) Drawings, includes construction
drawings, site plans, and profiles; (2) Cost estimates, for site
preparation, buildings, utilities, and roads, expressed in 1984
dollar value; and (3) Special studies, which outline comparison
studies on pipe placement and types of precast concrete, geologic
assumptions about properties of soil and rock units at SSC median
site that affect the feasibility of proposed construction methods,
and supplementary information on alternative heat rejection
systems.
Superconducting Super Collider: phase I --work prior to NTP:
conventional facil ities. By Parson Brinckerhoff Quade &
Douglas, Inc. for the U.S. Department for Energy. Washington,
DC: Parson, Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc., June 15, 1984,
33 p.
U El. 2: R25/6
Intended to supplement the SSC management and project plans by
outlining those SSC Phase I activities associated with
architectural and engineering support. Defines the scope of work
prior to NTP (Notice to Proceed) and includes a tentative work
schedule and cost estimates. Devides work tasks into four project
milestones, each with a schedule and cost estimates.
1983 Site atlas for the Superconducting Super Collider. Compiled by R.
Slansky. Los Alamos, New Mexico: Los Alamos National
Laboratory, [1983].
U El. 28: LA-UR-84-3893 prelim
A preliminary version of an atlas of sites for the SSC that
describes the SSC issue, site selection issues, and includes
reports on site selection in Arizona, Colorado, Illinois, New
Mexico, and Utah. The state reports are: Arizona- " Proposed site
for a 25 mi . diameter accelerator in Arizona-Qui jotoa site" by
William Dieterle, et al
.
; Colorado- "Location of sites for a very
large accelerator in the state of Colorado" by Uriel Nauenberg;
Illinois- "Potential 20 TeV site in Illinois" by F. R. Huson; New
Mexico- "Proposed site for the SSC in southwestern New Mexico" by
Scott P. Burger, et al
.
; Utah- "Possible sites for a SSC in the
Great Salt Lake Desert",
(see second edition, 1985)
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Universities Research Association Publications
1988 Appraising the ring: statements in support of the Superconducting
Super Collider. Compiled and introduced by Leon Lederman and
Chris Quigg, 171 p.
M UN3.5/R31: ZSU 76 1988
Supercollider R&D. Washington, D.C., March 1988, 18 p.
M UN3.5/R31: ZAP 35
1987 The Superconducting Super Collider: report of the task force on
collision hall 1 imitations. Berkeley, CA: SSC Central Design
Group, April 1987. 77 p.
M UN3.5/R31/S: ZCO 69
Report of the task force meeting of March 1987, the purpose of
which was to obtain greater understanding of the civil
construction requirements for a large scale SSC detector and to
identify limitations, if any, on overall scale and individual
components. Studies were done for deep, near surface, and surface
sites. Results of studies include: collision hall dimensions,
costs and schedules; model detector assembly and servicing;
assembly time scale and scenarios; critical path analysis of model
detector assembly scenario; overall schedules, implications and
recommendations.
To the heart of the matter: the Superconducting Super Collider.
Washington, D.C. , 40 p.
M UN3.5/R31:
1986 Conceptual design of the Superconducting Supercollider. Berkeley,
CA: SSC Central Design Group, March 1986, 5 volumes (SSC-SR-
2020)
M UN3.5/R31: ZCO 74
Requested by the U.S. Department of Energy, this report is the
result of research by the SSC Research and Development (R&D)
Program. It describes the scientific justification of the SSC and
the technical underpinnings on which the design is built. It
proceeds from a general overview that can be understood by iformed
readers to successively increasing levels of detail to allow the
technically expert reader to form individual opinion as to the
technical feasibility of the proposed scheme. This volume is
supplemented by four accompanying volumes: Attachment A -
Parameter List; Attachment B - Magnet Design Details, summarizes
the salient features of magnet design and documents particular
aspects of the design, including the performance of several series
of dipole magnets; Attachment C - Conventional Facilities;
Attachment D - Cost Estimate Details, presents detailed
information not contained in the main volume, technical
description of the work breakdown structure(WBS) elements,
reproduced copies of the complete ARTEMIS computer data that was
used for assembling and "rolling up" the cost details to various
summary levels.
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Cost estimate of initial SSC experimental equipment. Berkeley, CA:
SSC Central Design Group, (SSC-SR; 1023), June 1986, 143 p.
M UN3.5/R31: ZCO 82
Three-dimensional ring configuration. By A. A. Garren. Berkeley,
CA: SSC Central Design Group, (SSC-65), April 1986, 11 p.
M UN3.5/R31: ZRI 47
A wide variety of three-dimensional ring configurations are
possible for the SSC, ranging from a horizontal plane ring to one
that follows the terrain. This report discusses an efficient
method of folding the ring along its major axis in a way that
eliminates coupling effects over most of the ring.
1985 "Land acquisition requirements for the SSC: background for the
site parameters document". By T. Toohig. April 22, 1985,
20 p.
M UN3.5/R31 ZSI 85
Toohig (Fermi lab) discusses land acquisition for the various
underground structures, ground facilities, and buffer zones:
number of acres needed for the main ring, experimental areas, the
injector, the campus, and the test beam areas. Table I provides a
summary. Includes 10 figures.
SSC magnet selection advisory panel: report to the director of the
Central Design Group. Berkeley, CA: SSC Central Design Group,
September 9, 1985, 39 p.
M UN3.5/R31: ZMA 27
The Magnet Selection Advisory Panel presents the selection process
and reasons for recommending a high-field cosine theta magnet.
Appendices include a list of MSAP participants; the charge to
MSAP, with criteria and CDG v s comments; a list of documents sent
to MSAP before meeting; meeting agenda; additional materials
provided to the Panel at the meeting; magnet development status;
the statement of the industrial consultants; and a protest of
specific items by the Texas Accelerator Center.
Statement of Alvin M. Trivelpiece, Director of Energy Research,
Department of Energy, before the Subcommittee on Energy
Development and Applications of the House Science and
Technology Committee. U.S. 99th Congress, 1st Session, February
27, 1985, 18 p.
U Y4.Sci2: SSC 1
Supercollider R&D: the first two years. Washington, D.C.,
December, 1985, 16 p.
M UN3.5/R31: ZSU 76
Covers the SSC Research and Development Program during the years
1983-5. Topics of discussion include magnet styles investigation
and findings, selection process, and magnet design results; super
conducting wire for cable of SSC magnet coils; systems
engineering; site criteria and tunneling.
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Superconducting Super Collider: siting parameters document: a
technical advisory on SSC site criteria and catalog of site
information needs. Berkeley, CA: SSC Central Design Group, June
15, 1985, 48 p.
M UN3.5/R31: ZSI 86
A technical report for the Department of Energy that summarizes
siting criteria for the SSC and provides site-specific information
essential to potential site evaluation. Site criteria presented
are derived largely from the Reference Design Study of May 1984
(see same, this listing). Part I, a description of the SSC,
includes sections on the estimated cost, schedule and recent
chronology, environmental impact, and radiation safety. Part II
has a section on construction features, and tables of technical
features and facility parameters for a model using 6-T magnets and
one with 3-T magnets. Parts III and IV discuss environment,
geology and tunneling, community resources, utilities, man-made
disturbances, climate, and cost and schedule factors, (see same
title, Draft #3, this listing).
Superconducting Super Collider: siting parameters document: a
technical advisory on SSC site criteria and catalog of site
information needs, Draft #3. Berkeley, CA: SSC Central Design
Group, April 15, 1985, 47 p.
M UN3.5: ZSI 86 draft no.
3
Superceded by the June 15, 1985 edition (see same, this listing),
this document is not a call for specific site proposals but a
technical report prepared for the U.S. DOE. The advisory notes
that final details of the facility layout and structures required
will depend on the actual site chosen for the SSC.
To the heart of the matter: the Superconducting Super Collider.
Washington, D.C., March 1985, 36 p.
M UN3.5/R31: ZTO 55
Describes the overall implications of SSC construction in physics
research and new technology. Discusses what the SSC is; what it
means to particle physics; its components and functions;
requirements; future impact and implications. Includes
bibliography and glossary.
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AUDIOVISUAL COLLECTION
Posters
"Supercollider". [U.S. Department of Energy, 1988] No Scale. Size
25"xl8".
9950 b7-3
"Support the SSC". SSC for Fermilab, (1988).
9950 b7-l
Slides
Slide program "SSC for Illinois" produced by Hill & Knowlton,
August 13, 1987. Includes cassette tape (14:00 minutes) and set of
74 slides.
AR10
"SSC Slides for Siting". Two large binders of several hundred
slides that were prepared for various presentations on the
Illinois SSC site project. Complete listing of slides is included
with folders. (List-SSC.SLD)
AR11
Video tapes
Building a new frontier. Illinois Department of Energy and Natural
Resources, 1988, approximately 20 minutes.
VT-#15
Features James Thompson (Governor of Illinois), Dave Gross (ISGS),
J. Lach (IITRI), and Donald Etchison (Illinois DENR)
.
Exploring the Universe in Illinois (long version). Illinois
Department of Energy and Natural Resources, [1987],
approximately 30 minutes.
VT-#6
Includes: Leon Lederman (Fermi), John Herrington (U.S. DOE), James
Thompson (Governor of Illinois), Don Etchison (Illinois DENR), and
Robert Vaiden (ISGS). Also shows Chicago TARP.
Exploring the universe in Illinois (short version). Illinois
Department of Energy and Natural Resources, [1987], 7.5
minutes.
VT-#7
Includes Leon Lederman (Fermi), John Herrington (U.S. DOE), and
James Thompson (Governor of Illinois).
Illinois. . .the best site. Illinois Department of Energy and
Natural Resources, 1987, 10 minutes.
VT-#13
[Illinois Press interview with D. Etchison and J. Lach]. Illinois
Press, March 26, 1987, 28.46 minutes.
VT-#8
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Donald Etchison (Illinois DENR) gives background/preliminary work
on SSC project. Joseph Lach (IITRI) discusses the SSC.
Invisible Frontiers. Illinois Department of Energy and Natural
Resources, 1988, approximately 15 minutes.
VT-#14
Features John Herrington (U.S. DOE), James Thompson (Governor of
Illinois), and Leon Lederman (Fermi).
The Superconducting Super Collider. Boston University, 1987.
27 minutes.
VT-#12
Gives fundamentals of particle physics and the need for an SSC.
Describes CERN in Switzerland and DESY in Germany.
PHOTOGRAPH COLLECTION
Photographs are stored in numbered envelopes in file drawer in the
archives area of the ISGS library.
SSC
1. Bally display under construction (1 polaroid)
2. Photos at SSC Bally model display in Springfield
(B&W 5"x7"):
Senator Berman
Senator Countryman
Senator Holmberg
Representative Frederick
Representative Ropp
Senator Savickas
Senator Topinka
Kristin Dean
Procl amation
Posters
3a. Photos at unveiling ceremony of display at the State of
Illinois Building, Chicago
(B&W 5"x7"):
Governor Thompson
9 separate shots (unidentified)
b. (Color 3"x5" + negatives):
Banner in building
Governor Thompson speaking - 3 shots
Display partially unveiled
Various unidentified shots
4. Flat map of the world showing locations of particle
accelerators (color 8"xl0" + negative)
5. Land Acquisitions, Inc. staff (1 color photo)
6. Governor Thompson shaking hands with Kristin Dean
(1 B&W 8"xl0")
7. Governor Thompson speaking to C.A.T.C.H. members
(B&W 5"x7") 2 shots
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8. Set of 21 B&W photos of SSC poster sessions prepared by the
Illinois State Geological Survey
Fermi lab
1. (Color 8"xl0"):
Aerial view of Fermi National Laboratory - 2 views
Aerial view of Robert Rathbun Wilson Hall
Tunnel of main accelerator
Coll ider detector
2. (B&W 8"xl0"):
Wilson Hall
Equation
3. (B&W 3"x5"):
Members of Neutrino Group at Brookhaven National Lab, 1962
ARTICLES COLLECTION
Articles are divided into three subject headings: SSC Articles, General
Science and Physics, Editorials and Letters to the Editor. Arrangement is
alphabetically by journal title, and chronologically under each title.
SSC Articles
American Scientist. "Physics at the superconducting super
collider", T. Appelquist, M. K. Gaillard, and J. D. Jackson,
March-April, 1984, pp. 151-155.
Area Development. "Super search for superconductor", Donald L.
Henry, September 1987, pp. 109-110, 114-116.
Arizona Bureau of Geology and Mineral Technology: Fieldnotes.
"Arizona and the Superconducting Super Collider", Dickson
Cunningham, Spring 1987, v. 17:1, pp. 1-5.
Arizona Highways. "Arizona's a finalist in the competition for the
Superconducting Super Collider", June 1988, pp. 5-9.
Builder and Contractor. "Mississippi: Coming of age", July 1987,
pp. 22-29.
Business Meek. "...And the winner in the super atom smasher derby
is...", Lois Therrien, September 14, 1987, p. 36.
Business Meek. "A dose of reality for Reagan's science spree?",
Evert Clark, December 14, 1987, p. 76.
Canadian Research. "Canada contributes to accelerator project",
Leo Charbonneau, September 1987, p. 10.
Chemical and Engineering News. "Physicists promote new
accelerator", June 3, 1985, p. 7.
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Chemical and Engineering News. "States to bid soon for
supercollider site", Will Lepowski, July 6, 1987, p. 19.
Chemical and Engineering News. "Fierce Debate Looms
over Funding of Superconducting Super Collider", Wil
Lepowski, February 1, 1988, p. 20.
Chronicle of Higher Education. "Gigantic particle accelerator will
have no modern rival - if it's built", Kim McDonald, October
16, 1985, v. 31:7, pp. 1, 10-11.
Chronicle of Higher Education. "Scientist Wait Our
Political Maneuvering over Fate of the $6-Billion Super
Collider", David L. Wheeler, August 13, 1986.
Construction Digest. "Illinois in running for supercollider",
January 18, 1988, p. 6.
Discover. "Collision over the super collider", Gary
Taubes, July 1985, pp. 60-69.
DOE This Month. "Collider, Production Reactor Funding Sought",
March 16, 1988, vol. 11, no. 3, pp. 1-2.
The Economist. "The atom-smashing cash dash", July 11, 1987, pp.
85-6.
ENR. "Reagan gives the nod to giant atom smasher", Barbara Starr,
February 5, 1987.
First Reading. "Plans accelerate for Superconducting Super
Collider", Adrienne B. Naumann, pp. 1-2, 7-9.
Geotimes. "Siting the SSC: a geologic view", Edward C. Bingler,
November 1987. pp. 8-9.
Heartland Policy Study. "Superconducting super collider: an
accurate appraisal", Craig Jones, October 26, 1988, No. 23, 31.
Illinois Times. "Collision course", Donald Sevener, September
1987, v. 13: 1, pp. 10-15.
Illinois Resources. "ENR introduces legislation promoting SSC,
coal use", May, 1985, v. 3:4, p. 3.
Industrial Development. "The super collider show - Who will make
the cut?", McKinley Conway, December 1987, pp. 1234-6.
Intermountain Contractor. "Utah AGC members honored, learn about
$6 billion plum", November 30, 1987, p. 8
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Intermountain Contractor. "Utah AGC members honored, learn about
$6 billion plum", November 30, 1987, p. 8
Issues in Science and Technology. "To understand the universe",
Leon Lederman, 1985, v. 1:4, pp. 55-65 (reprint).
Issues in Science and Technology. "The supercollider: can science
afford it", Arno Penzias, Summer 1985, pp. 66-68.
Issues in Science and Technology. "The supercollider: what is at
stake?", H. Guyford Styver, Summer 1985, pp. 47-54.
Nature. "Super collider brings 25 states into contention", David
Lindley, September 10-16, 1987, p. 90.
777e Nature of Illinois. "Exploring inner space", Fall, 1987,
v.2:l, pp. 4-6.
New Mexico Geology. "Geotechnical investigation of a site in New
Mexico for the superconducting super collider", G. D. Johnpeer,
February 1987, p. 11.
Newsweek. "The biggest machine ever", Sharon Begley, April 22,
1985, p. 82.
Newsweek. "When protons-and politics- collide", Kenneth L.
Woodward, July 6, 1987, pp. 44-5.
Omni. "Super cyclotron stars", Micio Kaku, February 1987, p. 20.
Physics Today. "Super Collider", Clarence A. Gail, February, 1986.
Physics Today. "Panel reaffirms high-field magnet choice for
Supercollider", Bertram Schwarzschild, July 1986, pp. 21-23.
Physics Today. "Reagan endorses the SSC, a colossus among
colliders", Irwin Goodwin, March, 1987, pp. 47-9.
Physics Today. "Race for the ring: DOE reacts to Congress's
anxieties on SSC", Irwin Goodwin, August, 1987, v. 40:8, pp. 47-
52.
Physics Today. "Amazing race: The SSC contest generates disorder
and discord", Irwin Goodwin, May 1988, pp. 69-74.
Physics Today. "What price funding the super collider?", John
Waymouth, July 1988, pp. 10-11.
Physics Today. "As race for SSC nears finish, DOE searches for
contractors", Irwin Goodwin, September 1988, pp. 49-50.
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Physics Today. " SSC: Essential Science or Unnecessary Expense?",
Robert E. Marshak, October, 1988, p. 13.
Physics Today. "SSC Costs: Compare and Contrast", Robert
Vandenbosch, December, 1988, p 129.
Physics Today. "The site contest for Fermilab", Catherine L.
Westfall, January 1989, pp. 44-52.
Physics Today. "DOE picks Texas for 'Gippertron' amid political
and managerial collisions", February 1989, pp. 95-8.
Plants, Sites and Parks. "Arizona growth continues as environment,
enterprise zones are addressed", November/December 1987,
pp. 70-2.
Research & Development. "The superconducting super collider", Leon
Lederman, February 1985, 12 p. (reprint).
Rural Living. "Rewarding year passes", December 1987, pp. 4-5.
Science. "Gambling on the supercollider", M. Mitchell Waldrop,
September 9, 1983, pp. 1038-1040.
Science. "The supercollider, 1 year later", M. Mitchell Waldrop,
August 4, 1984, pp. 225-6.
Science. "House committee questions SSC", Mark Crawford, April 19,
1985, p. 309.
Science. "European physicists push alternative to SSC", David
Dickson, May 24, 1985, pp. 968-970.
Science. "Hard sell for SSC", Jeffrey R. Smith, June 14, 1985, p.
1295.
Science. "Site requirements drawn up for SSC", Colin Norman, July
19, 1985, p. 253.
Science. "Magnets chosen for supercollider", M. Mitchell Waldrop,
October 4, 1985, p. 50.
Science. "Congress questions SSC cost", M. Mitchell Waldrop,
November 15, 1985, v. 230:4727, p. 785.
Science. "Congressmen urge support for supercollider", M. Mitchell
Waldrop, May 2, 1986, p. 571.
Science. "Science escapes brunt of budget ax", Mark Crawford,
February 21, 1986, pp. 785-788.
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Science. "Decision time for the supercollider", M. Mitchell
Waldorp, July 25, 1986, pp. 420-3.
Science. "Reagan okays the supercollider", Mark Crawford, February
6, 1987, p. 625.
Science. "The SSC's price tag troubles Congress", Mark Crawford,
February 20, 1987, pp. 837-8.
Science. "SSC and SDI", Harvey Bialy, March, 1987, p. 27.
Science. "Growth in R&D spending slows", Mark Crawford, January 1,
1988, pp. 239-241.
Science. "SSC sites: the there were eight", Mark Crawford, January
8, 1988, pp. 133-4.
Science. "Science and the Party Platforms", Gregory Byrne,
September 2, 1988, v. 241, p. 1152.
Science. "Texas Lands the SSC", Mark Crawford, November 18, 1988,
v.242, p. 1004.
Science and Government Report. "Super Accelerator: DOE Head Says
Decision Time is Here", March 1, 1986, v.XVI:4, p 1.
Science and Government Report. "Hard-sell push is on for $6-
billion super collider", February 15, 1987, v. 27:3, pp. 1-4.
Science and Government Report. "Lobbyists the Big Winners in Super
Collider Race", November 1, 1987, v.XVII : 17, p. 1.
Science News. "Siting the SSC: criteria and procedure", D. E.
Thomsen, February 21, 1987, p. 119.
Science News. "Superconducting superscramble",
D. E. Thomsen, June 6, 1987, pp. 131, 365.
Science News. "Chronicling a super collision",
D. E. Thomsen, November 14, 1987, pp. 314-5.
Science News. "The prairie home accelerator",
D. E. Thomsen, January 2, 1988, pp. 10-11.
State Legislatures. "SSC: The biggest prize", Julian Weiss,
November/December 1987, pp. 29-32.
Scientific American. "The superconducting supercollider", J. David
Jackson, March 1986, v. 253:3, pp. 66-75.
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The Scientist. "The case against the SSC", Philip C. Anderson,
June 1, 1987, p. 11.
The Scienti st . "Postpone the decision for two years", Michael J.
Moravcsik, June 1, 1987, pp. 11-12.
The Scientist. "The SSC deserves better criticism ...", Leon
Lederman, September 7, 1987, pp. 11-12.
The Scientist. "States launch lobbying blitz for SSC site",
Elisabeth Carpenter, November 2, 1987, v. 1:24, pp. 7-8.
Southwest Builder. "Supercolliders, supermarkets and
superstition", Jeremy A. Jones, November 1987, pp. 13-16.
Southwest Real Estate. "Amarillo and Lubbock are seeing positive
signs", Kay Tiller, July 1987
Texas Contractor. "$211,163,350 In 1988 Texas State Spending",
October 1, 1987, p. 26.
Time. "The colossus of colliders"; reported by J. Madeleine Nash,
written by Natalie Angier, November 11, 1985, p. 81.
Underground Space. "Superconducting super collider: reference
designs study", Maury Tigner, James Sanford, and Paul H.
Gilbert, 1984, v. 8:4, pp. 229-236.
Western Banker. "Utah: Brightening economy and merger moves keep
financial industry on it's toes", George F. Caulfield, June
1987, pp. 7-9.
General Science and Research
Area Development. "Why new sites require a quality environment",
Donald L. Henry, September 1987, pp. 60, 129-132.
Area Development. "Scientific site selection", Donald L. Henry,
September 1987, pp. 68, 102-106.
Area Development. "Relocating a young high-tech firm", June 1987,
pp. 108, 120-124
Brookhaven Bulletin. "Neutrinos, photons, magnets and more",
Nicholas p. Samios May 2, 1986, pp. 5, 25.
CERN Courier. "Particle physics and technological spin-off", John
Dowell, April 1985, pp. 91-98.
Discover. "Einstein's Dream", Gary Taubes, December, 1983, p. 44.
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The Construction Specifier. "Superconductivity: in from the cold",
Rita Tatum, December 1987, pp. 85-90.
The Economist. "Why physicists want bigger and bigger machines",
April 26, 1986, pp. 89-90.
Engineering News-Record. "Tunnel ers carve niche for new atom
smasher", April 26, 1984, p. 26
Engineering News-Record. "Europe's atom smasher cooking", December
19, 1985, pp. 46-7.
Engineering and Science. "What's right, what's wrong with U.S.
science", Marvin L. Goldberg, June 1987, pp. 8-12.
ENR. "Atom smasher sites narrow", January 7, 1988, p. 13.
High Technology Business. "1988' s hottest superconductor
companies", Heppenheimer, T. A., January 1988, pp. 18-26.
Issues in Science and Technology. "To understand the universe",
Leon M. Lederman, 1985, v. 1:4, pp. 55-65.
Journal of Metals. "Interview .. with Congressman John Ritter",
June 1987, pp. 59, 61.
Lederman, Leon M. "Basic research and economic development",
Presentation for the 1986 Governor's Conference on Science and
Technology in Illinois, September 4, 1986, 13 p.
National Geographic. "Worlds within the atom", John Boslough, May
1985, v. 167:5, pp. 634-662.
Nature. "Wormholes in space", November 19, 1987, p. 183.
Nature. "Newtonianism, reductionism, and the art of congressional
testimony", Steven Weinberg, December 3, 1987, pp. 433-437.
New Civil Engineer. "Full facers triple up for CERN drive", March
7, 1986, pp. 34-7.
Physics. "A report on high-energy physics", Leon M. Lederman,
Proceedings of the National Academy of Science, U.S.A.,
December 1982, v. 79, pp. 7963-7969.
Physics Today. "US particle accelerators at age 50", R. R. Wilson,
November 1981, pp. 87-104.
Physics Today. "The SSC: A machine for the nineties", Sheldon L.
Glashow and Leon L. Lederman, March 1985, pp. 29-37.
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Physics Today. "New technology for science: Where will it come
from?", Lewis M. Branscomb, February 1986, pp. 35-39.
Physics Today. "The shifting balance of power in experimental
particle physics", John Irvine, November 1986, pp. 27-34.
Physics Today. "Bang: The supernova of 1987", David Helfand,
August 1987, pp. 24-32.
Physics Today. "Abraham and Rubbia reports chart future for CERN",
William Sweet, September 1987, pp. 71-75.
Progress Magazine: Museum of Science and Industry. "Unraveling the
mysteries of the atom", Leon M. Lederman, January 1980, pp. 10-
15.
Research and Development. "Accelerator tries for 2-TeV level",
Michael K. Bonner, November 1984, pp. 98-99.
Research and Development. "Controlling 2-TeV ring operation",
Michael K. Bonner, November 1984, pp. 106-111.
Science. "CERN finds evidence for top quark", Arthur L. Robinson,
September 1984, p. 400.
Science. "European physicists push alternative to SSC", David
Dickson, May 24, 1985, pp. 968-970.
Science. "Fermilab tests its antiproton factory", Arthur L.
Robinson, September 27, 1985, pp. 1374- 1376.
Science. "Elementary particle physics and the superconducting
super collider", Chris Quigg and Roy F. Schwitters, March 28,
1986, pp. 1522-1527.
Science. "Science must grow", Leon M. Lederman, May 30, 1986, pp.
232-3.
Science. "Fight the edifice complex", Stuart A. Rice, May 30,
1986, pp. 1096-7.
Science News. "A world of new accelerators", Dietrick E. Thomsen,
v.124, pp. 220-222.
Science News. "Astronomy in West Germany goes supernatural",
Dietrick E. Thomsen, v. 132, pp. 332-334.
Scientific American. "The next generation of particle
accelerators", D. Wilson, January 1980, v. 242:1, pp. 42-57.
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Scientific American. "Science and the citizen", August, 1984, pp.
62-64.
Scientific American. "The value of fundamental science", Leon M.
Lederman, November 1984, v. 251:5, pp. 40-47.
Scientific American. "Elementary particles and forces",
Christopher Quigg, April 1985, pp. 84-95.
Sky and Telescope. "Particle physics for everybody", Paul Davies,
December 1987, pp. 582-589.
Sunday: The Chicago Tribune Magazine. "In the beginning ...",
November 6, 1988, various paging.
Underground Space. "The LEP collider: A large underground
laboratory", Henri LaPorte, 1984, v. 8:4, 1984, pp. 241-246.
Underground Space. "Proton decay experiments in deep mines and
tunnels", Marvin Marshak, v. 8:4, pp. 247-252.
Editorials and Letters to the Editor
American Journal of Physics. "The vitality of physics goes beyond
the 'supers'", John S. Rigden, editor, December 1987.
American Laboratory. "On funding the SSC", Frederick I. Scott,
Jr., editor, October 1987, pp. 6-8.
California Farmer. "The next step", Michael Hoffman, (Letters to
the editor), December 1987.
Chemical & Engineering News. "Money, science, and the SSC", Rep.
Sherwood L. Boehlert (R-N. Y. ), (editor' s page).
High Technology Business. "Taking stock of superconducting",
Charles L. Martin, Jr., editor, p. 18.
New Republic. "Sharks and Quarks", March 9, 1987, p. 43.
Physics Today. "The SSC vs Murphy's law", Edwin L. Goldwasser
(Letters to the editor), July 1987
Physics Today. "SSC alternatives: critics collide with Dyson",
(Letters to the editor), May 1988, pp. 12-15, 132-4.
Research and Development. "What value for us from proposed Super
Collider?", (Letters to the editor), p. 195
Science. (Letters to the editor), August 30, 1985, v. 229:4716.
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The Scientist. "One on Every Desk?", Frederic B. Jueneman,
November 18, 1987, v. 1:26.
Vibrant Life. "Supercollider project will affect health
professions", Myron W. Lockey, M.D., editor, January/February
1988.
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PART TWO: ILLINOIS STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY FILES LISTING
AR FILES
This file series consists of single items or groups of related materials
treated as a single item. Examples of the types of materials included are
draft copies of publications, and loose-leaf folders containing notes, slides,
or public awareness materials. These items have been assigned an AR number and
are stored in the archives file cabinet in the ISGS library.
AR-1 SSC archives records listing as of May 31, 1985.
The original SSC Archives was listed in a database on the Prime
Computer system. The print version of this database is an index of
354 items spanning the period 1971 to May 28, 1985. Items in this
listing have since been absorbed into the current wordprocessing
database.
AR-2 Assignments package
Three copies of this document were made by I IT at the request of the
ISGS. Contents include: SSC siting schedule; SSC site selection
information topics; Illinois SSC proposal theme; Illinois SSC
proposal outline; assignments for all agencies/organizations;
assignments for specific agencies/organizations; detailed
assignments related to the Proposal Outline Working Paper, Chapter
II: Siting Information; guidelines for supporting development of the
Illinois SSC proposal; SSC siting criteria.
AR-3 SSC traveling library
Four expanding file folders contain the following documents:
Folder A:
Map of boreholes
Lampshade profiles
Public attitude survey: "An overview of citizen's reactions to the
proposed superconducting super collider in Illinois"
SSC permitting report
Cost estimate report, May 13, 1986
Seismic report - reflection: "High resolution seismic survey, Kane
County, Illinois", 1988
Seismic report - refraction
In situ stress report: "Hydrofracturing in-situ stress measurements
in testholes S26 and S28, near Aurora, Illinois", 1988
Vibration report: "Rock motion measurements beneath truck and train
traffic within the super collider site"
Cavern roof span study, Harza Engineering Company, July 1986
TBM performance evaluation
Vitae -- Bauer
Brigham
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Cartwright
Graham
Gross
Kempton
Leighton
Styles
Wiant
TARP project articles
Milwaukee tunnel articles
Satellite image map with ring
Aerial photo index
Folder B:
Siting the Superconducting Super Collider in Illinois
Environmental Screening Atlas
Preliminary Geological Feasibility Report (EGN 111)
Results of the Fall 1984 Test Drilling Program (EGN 117)
Results of the Spring 1985 Test Drilling Program (EGN 120)
Using a Geographic Information System to optimize site selection
Attachments to proposal now printed as EGN x s:
Disposal of Material to be Excavated... (EGN 125)
Evaluation through Laboratory Studies... (EGN 126)
Natural Background Radiation... (EGN 127)
Folder C:
Preliminary Geologic Investigations... (EGN 52)
Results of the 1986 Test Drilling Program (EGN 122)
Results of the 1986 Large-diameter Drilling Program (EGN 124)
Evaluation through Laboratory Studies... (EGN 126)
Natural Background Radiation ... (EGN 127)
Geotechnical summary
The Natural Resources of Illinois (NHS Special Publication 6)
Folder D:
An Overview and Predictive Model of Cultural and Paleobiological
Resources in the SSC Study Area, Northern Illinois (Illinois
State Museum publication)
Geology, Hydrology, and Water Quality of the Cambrian and Ordovician
Systems in Northern Illinois (COOP 10)
Ground-Water Investigations for Siting the Superconducting Super
Collider in Northeastern Illinois (ISWS Circular 170)
Borehole S- 18 (description)
AR-4 Information prepared for the DOE site visits
Loose-leaf folder contains list of issues for Illinois site visit by
U.S. DOE (Geology and Tunneling Subcommittee). Information for all
test holes around the proposed ring such as depth, cross sections,
maps.
AR-5 Engineering International, Inc. experience summary - tunneling
AR-6 Hill & Knowlton proposal for media approach to SSC
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AR-7 Fermilab public relations materials (folder)
AR-8 Lederman - viewpoint from fundamental science
Written in response to an invitation to participate in the National
Science Foundation workshop "Basic research for the advancement of
energy, science, and technology." Paper's focus is on the fields of
science remote from technological applications. Examines cultural
impacts and issues and presents good general description of various
areas of energy-related science and technology.
AR-9 Drilling summaries
A description of these is in the bibliography section under the
heading Maps and Logs
AR-10 SI ide program
AR-11 Slides for siting
Pages of slides in two loose-leaf folders. A complete listing of
these slides is available in the ISGS library. (WordPerfect file
SSC.SLD)
AR-12 Draft EGN 126: "Potential impact of material to be excavated ..."
AR-13 Draft National History Survey: "Report of the GIS modeling effort"
AR-14 Draft Water Survey Circular 170: "Groundwater investigations for
siting the SSC in Illinois"
AR-15 Draft EGN 127: "Natural background radiation in the proposed SSC
siting region"
AR-16 Draft, Siting the SSC in Illinois (1985 report)
AR-17 Review copy, volume I of the proposal: "Executive Summary"
AR-18 First full draft, Proposal to Site the SSC in Illinois,
nine volumes
AR-19 Second full draft, Proposal to Site the SSC in Illinois,
ten volumes
AR-20 Drafts, Environmental Screening Atlas
AR-21 Draft EGN 111: "Preliminary geologic feasibility study for the
proposed 20 TeV accelerator in Illinois"
AR-22 SSC Site Meeting - The Woodlands, Texas
A summary report by IITRI on the November 22-23, 1985 meeting. The
purpose of the meeting was to gain national support for and
distribute information on the SSC. Contents include: meeting agenda;
attendees list; November site mailing list; state site
presentations; a report on the potential Texas sites; a presentation
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by Jim Stanford (CDG); a report, "Review of SSC siting parameters
document"; notes by ISGS staff.
AR-23 Legislation relative to SSC sent from Harza
One loose-leaf folder and one expanding file folder.
Contents:
40 USCFR CH5 SEC1500-8 "Council on Environmental quality,
Environmental Impact Statement"
USFR 45:62 (3/28/80) "Compliance with Environmental Pollution Act,
final guidelines"
Illinois Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act
USPL 93-205 (12/28/73) "Endangered Species Act of 1973"
Joint regulations on endangered species
40 USCFR CHI SEC 112 "Oil pollution prevention"
40 USCFR CHI SEC 121 "State certification of activities requiring a
federal license or permit"
Clean Air Act with amendments
36 USCFR CH8 Sec800 "Protection of historical and cultural
properties"
IL HB0570 "Build Illinois Act"
IL HB1935 "SSC Act"
IL HB2689 "Appropriations for SSC"
USCR 5/20/87 "Debate on Domenici amendment prohibiting financial
incentives for the SSC"
AR-24 IITRI Report: "Status of Illinois SSC Proposal, 1986"
AR-25 Drafts, various volumes of the proposal
AR-26 Original proposal preparation documents from IITRI, Dames & Moore,
Arthur Little - January 14, 1985
AR-27 Draft, geotechnical report
AR-28 Draft Volume I: Response to DOE's BQL (Best Qualified List) Questions
AR-29 Draft EGN 123: "Geotechnical studies, regional summary"
AR-30 Reference notes sent by Terry Bruce
Loose-leaf folder contains congressional members' perspectives on
the SSC and statements of March 4, 1987, a series of articles on the
SSC, and a report, "Benefits of High Energy Physics".
AR-31 Lists of the items contained in the supplement to the Proposal to Site
the Superconducting Super Collider in Illinois and the enclosure
documents to the proposal (WordPerfect file SSC.SUPP). These items
are in the Illinois State Archives, Springfield.
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ILLINOIS STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY GENERAL FILES - SET ONE
Alphabetical arrangement
1. Address lists
Telefax numbers
Site proposal team
Site visit and EIS contact list
RTK site visit 1 ist
SSC project address list
Regional and county planning agencies (Illinois)
SSC for Illinois members
2. Bally Display (SSC Model)
notes
3. Bally Display - Quiz
Correspondence and notes
SSC talking points - the case for Fermilab
Sample questions
Answers to questions
SSC video quiz questions
4. Bally Model
Working drawing
Notes
5. Best Qualified List response - Harza
Instructions for final graphics submission
Guidelines for development of the BQL data needs response
A listing of SSC document proposal/BQL questions cross-reference
6. Brochures
Various SSC related brochures and postcards
7. Cartoons
CI ippings
8. CATCH (Citizens Against the Collider Here - Illinois)
CI ippings
9. Conceptual design evaluation
10. Contacts - general information
Survey lists of effective contract/grants
11. EIS (Environmental Impact Statement) data request - supplementary
material
Correspondence and drafts
12. EIS graphics
Figures annotated with notes from Harza meeting, January 1988
Letter of understanding: ISGS, DENR, Harza
Instructions for final graphics submissions
Notes and memos
13. EIS meetings
Agendas and notes 1987-88
14. EIS correspondence
15. Environmental Screening Atlas
Notes and memos
Production proposal
Review procedure outline
Request for prices
General description
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Press layout sheet
List of maps to be included
16. Environmental Screening Atlas - map descriptions
17. Environmental model
Outlines and notes
Tunnel model statistics
Ring weights
Memos
Coverages
Report: Floodplain map and surface water supply for cooling purposes
18. General Dynamics, Inc.
Promotional flyer for superconducting magnets
19. Graphics for SSC Publications
Camera-ready materials
20. Hanson Maps
Photocopies of plat maps and aerial photos of the ring siting area
21. Harza
Construction cost estimates underground excavation
Promotional flyer on tunnels and underground structures
Annual report for 1987
Ring geometry criteria
Cost comparisons for underground excavations
COSTUN cost estimates
22. Illinois Science Academy
Proposal to the State of Illinois, 1983
23. I IT Research Institute
Materials on environmental data gathering
24. 1 1 T Research Institute, proposal reviews I
Comments on various drafts
Graphics appraisals
Radiological considerations
Cross index of questions
List of key members and contributors, distribution list
Report: Preparation of Illinois Site Proposal Documents for the
Superconducting Super Collider (SSC)
25. I IT Research Institute, proposal reviews II
Comments on drafts
Schedule outl ines
Correspondence
26. Maps
Explanatory booklets and information of symbols
Explanation of tabulated drill record data
Various draft copies of maps
Maps used for SSC data
Descriptive materials
Correspondence
27. Masson, Grimm; and Bergum
SSC authorization status by state
SSC coal itions
Funding activities and profiles
Activities reports
Meeting trips reports
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News and lobbying reports
Public relations and information strategy
"SSC for America's Future National Coalition"
28. National SSC symposium
Meetings materials handout folder
29. Natural Resources Subcabinet activity reports
30. Newsletter items
Materials for the legislative newsletter
31. Northern Illinois University
Public Opinion Laboratory promotional flyer
32. PEA (Preliminary Environmental Assessment)
Introduction
Requirements
Review
33. Proposal, figures
Correspondence and clippings
34. Proposal, planning and schedules
Task forces agendas
35. Proposal, outlines and guidelines
Outlines and procedures for publication
36. Public meetings, ENR
Notes and preparation correspondence
37. Publications, editing and drafts
Reviews and memos
38. Reference
Articles, bibliography and list of references cited
39. SSC, congressional hearings
Hearing reports April 1987
40. SSC, geological task force
Meeting announcements, agendas and minutes
Correspondence and notes
41. SSC library (collection of traveling documents)
List of documents
Memos
42. SSC preproposal checkout sheet
43. SSC publications release dates
44. SSC screening task force
Meeting announcements, agendas and materials, minutes
Correspondence
45. SSC Users Organization
Newsletter and correspondence
46. SIGNET, Kane County database
Promotional materials
47. Test holes, wells
Maps
48. Video textbook
Two proposals for a textbook to accompany the SSC video
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ILLINOIS STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY GENERAL FILES - SET TWO
Files arranged chronologically, and alphabetically under each year
1983
1. Clippings
2. Contract/budget information
Illinois State Water Survey
Leighton to Witte, September 30 1983
Environmental assessment component
Geological assessment project
Preliminary geologic study for proposed site of the SSC in
northeastern Illinois
Notes
Site selection component
Accelerator ring project outline
3. Correspondence
4. Maps
Guide to ISGS maps, 1982
Proposed accelerator ring - 95 mile circumference
5. Meetings
Visitors from Fermi, September 19, 1983
Meeting with Governor, December 2, 1983
Meeting with tunneling people, December 21, 1983
Illinois congressional delegation meeting with Fermilab group,
November 2, 1983
Meeting at Fermilab, November 14, 1983
6. Screening Studies and Environmental Assessment for Fermilab's
Proposed Accelerator Ring in Northern Illinois, report of
December 30, 1983
7. TARP
As-built conditions contract, October 26, 1983
Tunneling Beyond the Fermilab Site, draft report, July 1, 1983
8. Task descriptions/project proposals
Huson report: Potential 20 TeV site in Illinois, DeKalb
Cost and engineering questions, Straw Man Ring I
Preliminary list of (agencies) providing EIS Information
A sample 20 TeV site beyond the Fox River
Assessment of archeological and paleobiological resources at the
proposed 20 TeV accelerator site
Comments on INNS proposal for Fermi Lab project
Notes, geologic study
Geological study, project definition
Brief task descriptions for screening study and corridor selection
Site selection process
Core logging, logging on the rocks
1984
9. Contract/budget information
U of I/Fermilab standard research agreement
Grant agreement for referenced study
Drilling contractor approval
"Specifications and General Conditions"
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Illinois State Museum subcontract
Formal proposal for environmental and geological studies
Notes and correspondence
10. Clippings
11. Community profiles
Napervil le
West Chicago
Wheaton
Aurora
Batavia
Geneva
St. Charles
Warrenville
12. County information, general
13. County permit fact-sheet questionnaires
DeKalb
Kendall
LaSalle
Lee
Ogle
Will
Cook
DuPage
Kane
14. County profiles
DuPage
Kane
15. Competition information
16. DeKalb meeting on Fermi hearing, March 26, 1984
17. Documents regarding environmental assessments and impact statements
18. Fermidat database
19. Fermilab briefing book (through July 24, 1984)
20. Fermilab, general correspondence
Activities to assist Fermilab on behalf of State of Illinois -
report, September 6, 1984
Outreach activities
Purpose outline: Siting of the particle accelerator ring at
Fermi Laboratory
Public information activities on SSC through November 13, 1984
Correspondence, memos
21. Fermilab geological task force
Memos
Announcements
Meeting minutes and agendas
22. Fermilab geological task force mission statement
Correspondence
Notes
Reports
23. Fermilab Presentation, Washington D.C., September 19-20, 1984
24. Fermilab PMT of area of investigation for siting the ring
25. Fermilab screening meeting, July 18, 1984
26. Fermilab screening meeting, September 27, 1984
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27. Fermi lab screening task force
Correspondence
Notes
Reports
28. Fermilab state task force
Correspondence
Notes
Reports
29. Fermilab space telescope proposal
Fermilab and the Space Telescope Science Institute
Space Telescope Science Institute business management proposal
30. Fischer lecture on vibration analysis, July 23, 1984
31. Geological field trip, April 12, 1984
32. Governor's Task Force meeting, January 27, 1984
33. Lach, Joseph, transmittal of, December 17, 1984
34. Land acquisition memos
35. Maps
Correspondence
List of map titles
Photocopies of maps
36. Meetings, miscellaneous
Agendas
Minutes
Notes
Correspondence
Materials
37. Miscellaneous correspondence
38. Northeastern Illinois planning commission
Data
Correspondence
39. Project appropriation status
40. Project updates, status reports
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Satell ite map
Memos
Proposal
42. SSC base maps
43. Test holes
Correspondence
Depths
Cost estimates
List of drilling contractors
Approval of drilling contractor
Drilling schedules
Locations
44. Tunneling
Pumping rates for water drainage in main ring tunnel
Breakdown of TARP contract
Correspondence
Tabulation of major caverns excavated for civil structures
Report, "A preliminary design for a 20 TeV collider in a deep
tunnel at Fermilab"
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45. Utilities
SSC site water needs
Power costs
Right-of-way
46. Vaiden, R.C., report: "Geology of the region between Fermilab and
Argonne National Laboratory: A possible location for the proposed
TeV accelerator"
47. Wells data
1985
48. Activities status reports
Report of March 5, 1985
Report to IITRI, September 13, 1985
49. Address lists
Fermilab project addresses
November site mailing list
Administration officials
SSC project addresses
50. Budget/contract information, 1985 and FY86
51. Correspondence, 1984-1985
52. Correspondence, January-April 1985
53. Correspondence, May-August 1985
54. Correspondence, September-December 1985
55. Correspondence, miscellaneous
56. Central Design Group
Diagrams
57. Documents exchanged with State of Illinois on SSC-related issues, lists
58. Drilling
List of Phase II test sites
Results of Fermilab test drilling program - draft
Memos
59. Fermilab data
List of employee residences by city
Medical facilities used by Fermilab employees
Recreation facilities available to Fermilab employees
Public service facilities in cities near Fermi
Trash removal costs for 12 months
Telecommunications equipment
Annual hazardous waste reports
Util ity data
60. Fermilab memos
Schedule of 1985 SSC talks
Environmental radiological considerations for the SSC
Comments on Toohig layout
Correspondence
61. Geotechnical studies
Critique of water meeting
Pleistocene logs compiled during first drilling phase
Proposed spring drilling program, 1985
Proposal for seismic test traverse and environmental atlas
Correspondence
62. Governor's Task Force meetings, minutes and materials
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63. Indexing slides for siting
64. Illinois Board of Higher Education
College and university information
65. Maps
Map listing
Proposal to create satellite image maps
Description of Satellite Image Map
Description of land use and land cover map of northeastern Illinois
Draft copies of maps
Correspondence
66. Miscellaneous meetings, 1985
Minutes
Agendas
Notes and materials
67. News releases and clippings
68. Organizational charts
69. Publications matters
Correspondence and memos
70. Reports procedures for SSC publications
71. Seismic survey
Program description
Correspondence
Geophysical requirements
Notes and diagrams
72. Site factor analysis for within Illinois, report of April 1985
73. SSC meeting, Springfield, April 22, 1985
74. SSC site issues workshop, Utah, February 23, 1985
75. SSC site meeting, Texas, November 23, 1985
76. SSC Task Force meeting, Springfield, January 30, 1985
77. Subcabinet reports
78. Tunneling workshop, April 30, 1985
79. Water issues meeting, January 14, 1985
80. Water Survey reports for SSC proposal
Project review
Surface water quantity
Surface water quality
Flooding/drainage
Low flow/drought
Waste disposal and sewage treatment
Water industrial cooling
Potable water
Precipitation and insolation
Winds summary
Temperature information
Illinois regional storms
81. Water Survey report information
Draft alternative work plans for air quality
FY86 effort
Proposed investigations
Schedules and costs of construction estimates
Revisions
Review of siting parameters document
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1986
82. Budget information
Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas estimates
Projected budget needs for FY87 and FY88
Request for FY86 funding for Fermilab project extension
Summary of power costs for Fermilab and the SSC
Summary FY86 budget State of Illinois efforts for the SSC
Report on the SSC presentation to Bureau of the Budget at
Allerton House, September 26, 1986
1986 available funds
Budgets for Environmental Screening Team
Revisions in FY86 budgets for ENR work on the SSC
Notes
Memos
83. CELDS
Memos
Printout of January 15, 1986
84. Clippings, general
85. Contract No. 5, SSC
Amendment to agreement
Addition to contract
Copy of contract
Memos
86. Correspondence I
87. Correspondence II
88. Correspondence III, January-April, 1986
89. Correspondence IV May-September, 1986
90. COSTUN
Draft report of May 13, 1986
SSC COSTUN cost estimates for tunneling
Inputs into COSTUN computer program for estimating costs for
tunnel ing
91. Drilling
Copy of drilling license, October 3, 1984
Memos
92. Environmental atlas
Article on GIS mapping of the Environmental Screening Atlas
Review comments
Memos
93. Executive Order No. 7
Draft procedural plan for implementing Executive Order No. 7,
Protection of endangered species and natural areas
Memos
94. Governor's Task Force members list
95. IITRI
Correspondence concerning proposal
96. Interim board report, Geological Task Force, October 12, 1986
97. Land use siting parameter document
Draft sections and review comments
98. Masson & Grimm
Complete set of SSC news and lobbying reports of Masson Grimm &
Bergrum
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99. Meeting of board, SSC for Illinois, Inc, October 22, 1986
Materials presented at the meeting
100. Meeting of Illinois Technical Teams, December 3, 1986
Agenda
Notes
Minutes and additions
101. Meetings, 1986
Minutes, agendas and materials from various meetings
102. Ohio site screening meeting, October 31-November 1, 1986
Material
s
Review by Joe Lach
Memos
103. SSC project review meeting, July 14, 1986
Agenda and schedules
Materials, memos
104. Proposals and budgets meeting, April 9, 1986
Agenda and materials
105. Russian Proton Accelerator
CI ippings
106. Seismic
Report: Seismic impact on the Illinois SSC
Correspondence and memos
107. SSC site conference, Columbus, Ohio, November 1, 1986
Notes and memos
Materials
108. SSC strategy session, Washington, DC, March 10, 1986
Review
Notes and memos
Agendas and schedules
109. Tunneling information
Revised site layout and cluster drawings
Test results for four dolomite/limestone samples
Diagram
Memos
1987
110. Budget, FY87
Budget requests
List of tasks
Agenda for ENR work
Seismic program
111. Budget projections for FY88
Review of budget request for 1988
Amendment to contract agreement no.
5
Budget estimate tables for Fy88
Revised economic impact estimates
Budget initiatives
Reagan administration announcement of January 30, 1987
ENR contract 5SSC, Tasks 1-5, 19
Authorization for Harza to compile list of permits
Draft of proposed contract amendment to ENRSSC5
Memos
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112. Best Qualified List
Guidelines for development of the BQL data needs response
DOE request for information general supplementary data materials
113. Competition
Correspondence and memos
114. Core facility
Correspondence
115. Environmental Atlas
Distribution list
Status report on State of Illinois SSC activities - January 1987
Correspondence
116. Environmental Impact Statement
Review of SSC EIS Volume I mock-up
Proposed core study
Schedule
Site-specific surface water quality information
Draft notes and photocopy of SWS Contract Report 418
Photocopy of report: Description of Regional Hydrogeologic
Conditions
117. Governor's Interagency Task Force meeting, October 16, 1987
Agenda
Notes
Materials
118. Hill & Knowlton
Analysis of media coverage of SSC proposals
119. IITRI, memos and schedules 1987
Review and schedule for proposal
SSC Proposal Schedule Update #4
SSC Proposal Schedule Update #3
SSC Proposal Schedule Update
SSC project briefing for Hill & Knowlton
IITRI project schedule
Management Committee Meeting, February 20, 1987 Materials
Review of Optimum Ring memorandum of March 31, 1987
Assumptions for REMI economic impact analysis for an Illinois SSC
Illinois substate regions data
Notes and memos
120. IITRI schedules II
Letter of understanding: ISGS, IITRI, DENR, March 26, 1987
Preparation of the Illinois SSC proposal, IITRI, February 1987
SSC Proposal Schedule Update #5
Distribution list for the 100 copies of the Illinois SSC proposal
Correspondence
121. IITRI proposal illustrations evaluations
122. Illinois legislative testimony
Estimated spending by category
Hearing agenda for August 17, 1987
123. Interagency Task Force meeting, March 5, 1987
Agenda and notes
Proposal input assignments
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124. Invitation for site proposals
Additional questions
DOE responses to Amendment No. 2 for the SSC, Congressional
Record pages
125. Maps
SSC topographic maps legend
Status of map work - July 31, 1987
Quality-assurance check
List of maps required for compliance with specifications
Choice of scale and paper size for location of SSC ring on map
Correspondence
126. Meetings I
Agendas, notes and materials
127. Meetings II
128. Meetings III
129. NHS and ISWS contributions to Harza EIS
Draft of state museum's section of SSC proposal
Copy of rewritten preface to EIS report
Del iverables
Description of major surface water users
Correspondence and reports
130. News releases and clippings
131. Proposal, attachments
List of attachments
Notes
Modelling report
List of Maps
Drafts
132. Proposal, graphics support
Illustration evaluation form
Description of duties of volume reviewers
Publication planning meeting agenda and materials, notes
Design proposal and cost estimate
Notes and meeting notes
Topo map
Instructions for submittal of graphics materials
133. Proposal, miscellaneous notes
134. Proposal review comments I
General comments on volumes 3,4,6,7
Revision of volume 3
Sand and gravel pit report
TARP photographs for the geotechnical summary report
Draft of background radiation report
135. Proposal review comments II
Comments on IITRI's second draft of the SSC proposal,
volume 3, review and draft
136. Proposal, state incentives
Package prepared by General Dynamics for presentation to
SSC for Illinois, Inc.
Land and other fixed assets, complete package
Meeting to review internal DENR assignments, materials
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SSC proposal cross index of questions
Correspondence and notes
137. Publications information
Correspondence and memos
138. Radioactive waste
Correspondence
139. Short list (the seven finalists in the state race for acquisition of
SSC)
Correspondence
140. Site proposal team, September 1987 report
141. Seismic information
Correspondence and transmittals
142. SSC chiefs/Gross meeting of September 21, 1987
Materials, notes
FY88 renewal of Contract No.
5
143. Tunneling
Correspondence
144. Vibration
Correspondence
1988
145. Advertisements, newspaper
CATCH ads in local newspapers
Lesnik/Kemper listing for April 1988
Schedule for interviews and meetings on Volume 3, editorial
boards and F.O.I, denial interviews, April 1988
Ad listing best airports
Hill & Knowlton local advertising campaign, April 1988
Group of cl ippings
146. Best Qualified List
Presentation to the Chicago Bar Association, executive committee:
"Science, technology, and the law committee,
presentation for the Super Collider endorsement"
Photocopy of section of DOE Task Force assessment of proposals
147. CATCH (Citizens Against The Collider Here - Illinois)
Copy of court papers filed in CATCH, IL vs USDOE,
docket number 88 C2122
CATCH literature, March 1988
CATCH document: "Detrimental technical issues concerning the
locating of the super-conducting supercollider (SSC) in Illinois"
Correspondence
148. Correspondence I
Inventory of shipment from IITRI, May 1988
ISGS references of scientific reports of SSC siting work
Utility information of the seven best qualified states
Notes and memos
149. Correspondence II, August-September 1988
Cl ippings
Memos
150. DOE Public Hearings, February 19, 1988
151. DOE Request for Information, February 1988
152. DOE site visit I, May 16, 1988
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153. DOE site visit II, May 16, 1988
154. DOE Site Visit, May 16, 1988 - III
155. Fact sheets/QA for the Fox Valley PAC
156. Fermi lab
Report: "Fermilab as SSC Site"
L. Coulson report: "Fermil ab/SSC Radiation"
157. Final ISGS press release on the SSC
Copy of press release of November 10, 1988
Correspondence after the November 10th DOE announcement
158. Geological Society of America annual meeting, October 30, 1988
Abstract forms
Correspondence
159. Governor's Task Force meeting, July 19, 1988
Materials, notes, correspondence
160. Harza
Requisition for engineering services, January 1988
Material for review, January 1988
161. Heartland Institute
Report: "Super Conducting Supercollider of Little Value to
Taxpayers"
Draft talking points, October 24, 1988
Correspondence
162. Hess, Dr. Wilmot, letters written in support of SSC
163. Meetings, 1988
Agendas, materials, correspondence
164. Miscellaneous
Memos, correspondence
165. Mitigation
Agricultural white paper
Assessment of prairie bush clover habitat
Mitigation strategy concept
Address listing
Mitigation planning, team core group conference call, August 1988
Correspondence and clippings
166. National SSC Symposium, Denver, October 1988
List of attendees
Materials
Program participants highlights and biographies
Correspondence
167. News releases
168. Oil potential in SSC area (meeting), March 11, 1988
169. Public hearing on draft EIS for SSC, Waubonsie Valley High School,
October 6, 1988
Agenda
Issues
Talking points
Lecture notes
Prepared statements of ISGS in response to DOE draft EIS
Correspondence
170. Public hearings (DOE)
Report on Illinois hearings on the DEIS
Report on Texas hearings on DEIS
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Report of EIS scoping meeting in North Carolina
Report on the Texas SSC proposal
Reports on Arizona scoping meeting
Reports on Colorado scoping meeting
Reports on Tennessee scoping meeting
Report on Michigan scoping meeting
171. Publications, review and comments
SSC BQL production plan, February 1988
Illinois DENR list of SSC-related publications
Review and comments on various SSC proposal volumes
Review and comments on draft EIS
Correspondence
172. RTK site visit, March 21, 1988 I
List of documents relevant to site visits
Data received during site visit
Notes
Contact list
Agenda and materials
Site visit checklist, working copy, February 8, 1988
173. RTK site visit, March 21, 1988 II
Notes
List of talks
Assignments
Guide for telephone use, Fermilab
ISWS information for RTK site visit checklist
RTK region of influence for the SSC EIS
174. SSC for Fermilab, advertising themes
175. SSC publications siqn-up sheets, February 1988
Publication request sheets signed at public meetings
176. SSC slides for siting
Correspondence
177. SSC utilities information
Commonwealth Edison analysis
Summary information on Commonwealth Edison
Northern Illinois Gas' responses to questions
178. Testimony of Joseph Salgado, highlights, March 22, 1988
179. Texas anti-SSC correspondence
1989
180. Memos and correspondence
181. SSC site evaluations review and comments, drafts
182. State of the State, February 1, 1989
State of the State address
News release
Initiatives background
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SPOIL DISPOSAL FILES
Alphabetical arrangement
1. Aggregate production information
1983 aggregate unit values/ton
1983 sand and gravel, dolomite production
1983 IDOT specs: quality of aggregate necessary for road and bridge
construction
2. Air qual ity issues
1986 Barnard/Gatz air qui ity impact paper: "Assessment of the
potential air quality impacts resulting from siting the
superconducting super collider in Illinois"
1988 air quality writeups in various drafts of the Illinois EISS
submission
Worked-out calculations for Barnard/Gatz paper
3. Chicago TARP information
Notes on phone conversations re spoil disposal with TARP personnel
and contractors; includes locations of TARP landscaping
Data received from Pete Conroy
1987 Metropolitan Sanitary District of Chicago letter relating TARP
experience to SSC
4. Excavated material, material -type breakdown
1974 article on rock type and tunneling machine effect on bulk
material handling parameters
Rock-type breakdown of spoil material: 1986 ring design
5. Excavated material, volume and tonnage
Volume and tonnage calculations for the 1987 (53-mile circumference)
SSC Design
Material removed from all shafts: Robert Vaiden's data and proposal
material
Correlation of SSC shaft designation, before and after April 1987
Volume and tonnage calculations foar the 1986 SSC design
Volume/weight conversion tables and sample calculations
6. GIS data
Documentation for spoils disposal, in FERMI>CURRAN>QUARRY
Map created from coverage SSCPQ (original mapping of all pits and
quarries form aerial photos)
7. Illinois Association of Aggregate Producers
Correspondence with and memos regarding the IAAP and their concerns
over disposal of the SSC spoils
8. IDOT information
Color-coded IDOT map showing state, county, and township roads.
County load limit information and contacts
Information and correspondence regarding road upgrading
9. Linear programming results
Linear programming model for minimizing transportation costs
associated with spoil disposal plans
Output from model runs
10. Milwaukee Sewerage District information
Notes on conversation with Fred Meinholz, engineer, Milwaukee
Sewerage District
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Spoil gradation curves from Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District
1983 report: "Spoil disposal plan for the cross town interceptor
and inline pump station"
11. Miscellaneous
1986 article: "Influence of the quality of fine fractions on
engineering-geological properties of crushed aggregate"
1986 Bhagwat memo regarding economic utilization of SSC spoils
Kolata report on SSC spoils
Bauer report on LEP project at CERN
September 1987 newspaper article on SSC "granite"
12. NETWORK Results
Documentation on using the ALLOCATE program in NETWORK
NETWORK results for each alternative for disposal
Log of notes for NETWORK runs
Various printouts from NETWORK runs
13. Permit information
Notes on locating permitting information for spoil disposal
Surface-mined Land Conservation and Reclamation Act, includes
ammendments through August 8, 1981
14. Presentation information
Camera-ready tables and figures on excavation and spoil disposal,
for use in making slides for presentations
15. References, miscellaneous
Lists of references for the spoils disposal project
Article: "Top Illinois producers adapt to shifting markets"
Section VII: "Muck disposal" from 1972 Harza report
16. Reports (EGN 125)
Drafts of EGN 125: "Disposal alternatives for material to be
excavated from the proposed site of the superconducting super
collider in Illinois"
Draft and final copy of the 1986 unpublished report by L. Curran:
"Northeast Illinois SSC site: SSC spoil volume and distribution"
17. Requests for excavated material
Lists of sand and gravel pits and rock quarries interested in
accepting material excavated from the SSC
Location map of the interested pits/quarries
Correspondence and conversation notes
18. Restoring the Kaneville Esker
IITRI proposal (first draft) on restoring the Kaneville Esker
Estimated costs for restoration
Maps for the Kaneville Esker restoration proposal:
Sugar Grove 7.5 quadrangle
Geneva 15" quadrangle, 1928; used for estimating original volume
of esker
Kane County, Sugar Grove Township map, produced by Kane County
19. Miscellaneous information about sieve sizes and scales, and forms for
sieve analysis
20. Truck traffic generation
Kempiner's comments on access shaft suitability memo of March 3,1988
(document #3 this file)
Evaluation of truck traffic by Mike Bruen (Harza), using muck swell
factor of 2
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Estimate of shaft suitability for spoil removal, based on noise and
traffic impact only
Joe Lach's work on truck traffic, using muck swell factor of 1.25
White paper on truck traffic
Curran's calculations for spoils volume, sent to Mike Bruen
Curran's memo on truck traffic generated by spoils disposal
Notes on phone conversations regarding truck traffic
21. Trucking costs ($ per mile est.)
Information that went into developing an equation for trucking costs
per mile, for the linear programming model
22. Water quality issues
Illinois Environmental Protection Agency information about currently
required permitting for operating pits and quarries
Discussion of impact on water resources from Illinois EIS, volume
III
First and second drafts of EGN 126
23. County forest preserve contacts
Names and phone numbers of contacts at the DuPage, Kane, Kendall,
and will County Forest Preserves
Notes on conversations reagarding using spoil material for trail
construction
24. Harza's construction cost estimate report
25. Landfill operator contacts
List of those willing to accept SSC spoils
26. Landscaping costs
Calculations for landscaping costs using spoils material based on
information supplied by Harza
27. Pit and quarry inventory update
Annotated map of the original 46 pits and quarries, giving updated
information
28. SSC wells information, April 1987
29. SSC wells information, September 1987
30. SSC wells with farm names, October 1987
31. Infills information and retrieval information, 1984-1986
32. Information sent to Don Etchison from the Metropolitan Sanitary
District of Chicago on the TARP experience
TASK 16: GEOLOGIC ANALYSIS OF COMPETITION - INFORMATION FILES
The general purpose of Task 16 was to collect, organize, and compare
geological information describing the conditions that would affect the
construction and operation of SSC facilities at the sites proposed by states
other than 111 inois.
Files concerning states on the U.S. DOE's Best Qualified List:
General Information
1. Articles by Gayle Golden, science writer for the Dallas Morning News
2. a. Competition summaries: L. Curran
b. Competition summaries: J. Hines
c. Competition summaries: J. Lach
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3. Competition, miscellaneous
Notes
Review sheets for siting the SSC in various other states
Arizona, Maricopa site
4. Summary sheets, June 1986
Site analysis, general information
Site profile
Rock unit profile
Overall evaluation
5. References for competition analysis
6. Clippings
California, Davis site
7. Materials from press conference of November 16-17, 1987
Comments on the California proposal
Notes and clippings
8. Summary sheets
SSC site profile, May 1986
Rock unit profile
Site summary sheet
Site analysis, general information
Post-file completion
9. References for competition analysis
Colorado, Eastern High Plains site
10. Summary sheets
11. Materials from public scoping meeting, February 2, 1988
Reviews by David Gross (ISGS)
Summary highlights of Colorado proposal
Testimony of Roy Romer
Colorado Fact Series, Question and Answers, Volume I
Statement of Senator William L. Armstrong
Various Colorado public relations materials
12. Clippings
13. References for competition analysis
Michigan
14. Public scoping meeting, February 16, 1988
Notes of John Kempton, reviewer
15. Clippings
16. Summary sheets
17. References for competition analysis
North Carolina
18. Public scoping meeting, February 9, 1988
Notes of Dave Gross, reviewer
Materials handed out at the meeting
19. Summary sheets
20. References for competition analysis
20a. CI ippings
Tennessee
21. Public scoping meeting, February 12, 1988
Some notes and materials
22. Clippings
23. References for competition analysis
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Texas
24. Public scoping meeting, February 16, 1988
25. Summary sheets
26. Clippings
27. References for competition analysis
Files on all other states:
28. Alabama
CI ippings
31. Alaska
CI ippings
32. Arizona, Sierrita site
Site profile analysis
Rock unit profile
General information sheets
Overall evaluation form
Notes and clippings
33. California, general information
Clippings, notes
34. California, Edwards Air Force Base site
Site analysis, general information
Site profile
Rock unit profile
Notes and references
35. California, Stockton site
Site analysis, general information
Site profile
Rock unit profile
Notes and references
36. Florida
CI ippings
37. Georgia
Clippings and notes
38. Idaho, INEL site
Site analysis, general information
Site profile
Rock unit information
Clippings and notes
References
Part of executive summary to the site proposal
Report: "The INEL as a candidate"
39. Indiana
CI ippings
40. Iowa
CI ippings
41. Kansas
Site analysis, general information
Site profile
Rock unit information
Rock unit profile
References and clippings
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42. Louisiana
CI ippings
43. Minnesota
CI ippings
44. Mississippi
Notes and cl ippings
45. Montana
Site update notes
Cl ippings
46. Nevada
References and clippings
47. New Jersey
Cl ippings
48. New York, Rochester site
Site analysis, general information
Site profile
Rock unit profiles
Notes and cl ippings
49. New York, West Point site
Site analysis, general information
Site profile
Rock unit profile
Notes and cl ippings
50. Ohio
Site profile, general information
Rock unit profile
Site summary
References
Cl ippings and notes
Ohio and West Virginia Site brochure
51. Oklahoma
Clippings
52. Oregon, general information
Cl ippings
Reference material
s
53. Oregon, Columbia River site
Site profile
Rock unit profile
Site analysis, general information
Overall evaluation
References
54. Oregon, North Wilamette Valley site
Site analysis, general information
Notes
Site profile
Rock unit profile
Overall analysis
References
55. Oregon, University site
Site analysis, general information
Site profile
Rock unit profile
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References
Overall evaluation
56. Pennsylvania
CI ippings
57. South Dakota
CI ippings
58. Texas, Beaumont site
Notes
Site analysis, general information
Site profile
Rock unit profile
References
TAC-SSC tunnel estimate
59. Texas, Houston site
Site analysis, general information
Site profile
Rock unit profile
References
60. Texas, West Central Texas site
Site analysis, general information
61. Texas, West Texas site
Site analysis, general information
Notes
62. Utah
References
Site analysis, general information
Site profile
Rock unit profile
CI ippings
63. Washington, general information
CI ippings
References
64. Washington, Lewis County site
Site analysis, general information
Site profile
Overall evaluation
65. Washington, Lincoln County site
Site analysis, general information
Site profile
Overall evaluation
References
66. Wisconsin
Testimony
CI ippings
67. Wyoming
CI ippings
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TASK 16: ANALYSIS OF COMPETITION - GENERAL FILES
68. Task 16 presentation materials
Presentation notes
Transparency originals
Environmental Screening Task Force meeting, May 28th, 1986
List of slides, May 28th competition analysis presentation
Outline for SSC competition analysis presentation
Transparencies
Camera-ready materials
69. Task 16, original material for the summary matrix
70. Task 16 report
Chart of general site characteristics
Interim report, December 1986: "Geological Analysis of Competition"
71. Task 16, blank forms
Master copies of site evaluation forms
72. Tunneling information
Photocopies of articles and parts of articles on tunneling
73. Referenced non-geologic criteria
Climate information
List of state coordinating organizations, October 1985
Soil survey information
Urban planning information
74. SSC project addresses
75. Public meetings/white papers
76. CATCH (Citizens Against The Collider Here)
Paper: "Detrimental Effects of Locating the Super Conducting
Supercollider in Illinois"
Other materials for distribution
77. SSC construction cost estimate (by fiscal year)
78. SSC project cost estimate (by fiscal year)
79. Shaft relocation cost estimate
80. Requests for state proposals/executive summaries
Copies of letters
Notes
Examples of items to collect from other states
81. DOE request for environmental information, general information
EIS site visit/data request, March 7, 1988
Harza memo of November 9, 1987 establishing editorial policy for
production of DOE environmental assessment of SSC
Proposal/BQL questions cross reference
Instructions for text submittal
82. RTK contacts
Correspondence
Contact lists
Data used for response to RTK requests
83. Section 2.1.5 manuscript
Drafts of section responding to DOE's question concerning economic
natural resources
84. Supplementary question 2.2 and #1
Drafts and final versions
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85. Section 2.1.5 references
Documentation for GIS coverage in FERMI>CURRAN>EIS
Calculation on buffer zone
Estimates for aggregate needed for underground SSC facilities
Final calculations for available sand and gravel resources
Dolomite resources in the 16, township area
Data for figures submitted to DOE
References, other reports
References, conversations
IDOT information
Land use classification codes
SSC FILES SENT FROM ENR 1984-1985
1. Craft and Richards
Financial support letter
Meeting with 0MB officials
Contract
Status of contract
Letter form Dale Heydlauff
2. SSC consultants
Suggested consultants
Memo: review of SSC proposals
Morris Leighton letter
Tom O'Neil letter
IITRI support letter
Application letter
Letter form acquisition services
3. SSC contacts
SSC calls list
Philip Rock support letter
Memo: Judy Holm addition
Bartley M. O'Hara correspondence
Resolution supporting the SSC
Letter regarding Scott Cunningham
Clara Hartley Woodard support letter
Neil Hartigan "thank you" letter
Virginia Macdonald support letter
Judy Koehler support letter
Zale Glauberman support letter
Jim LaBelle support letter
Scott Cunningham resume
Hannon Realty and Development letter
Notification of Fermilab meeting
4. Bills
HB 570 provision
Randy Witter letter
HB 1935 summary
HB 275 resolution
5. SSC correspondence
Governor's support letter to Donald Hodel
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Memo: SSC progress report (3/13/84)
Governor's letter to Alan Dixon
Comparative power costs letter
Fermilab briefing materials memo
Texas A&M proposal to Michael Witte
Memo: Fermilab bid for SSC
General features map
Memo: meeting with DOE officials
Summarized Fermilab meeting
Interested environmental geologist
Maxine Leftwich letter
Secrets of the universe
Letter to Jeff Miller form James Ford
Guidelines for project proposals
NIPC Fellowships in Intergovernmental Relations
Project description of a NIPC Fellow
Support letter to Donald Hodel from ICD
SSC fact sheet
6. Eminent domain
Memo: Land devoted to public use
Meeting on June 21, 1984, NHS
Rights of way for SSC
Proposed Land Acquisition Bill 1
Proposed Land Acquisition Bill 2
Subsurface valuation of easements
7. SSC federal budget
Meeting with Paul Gilman
Meeting with Dr. Wallenmeyer
Proposed SSC letter
1986 budget request from High Energy Physics
DOE authorization markup
Latest intelligence
Lobbying strategy blueprint
April 30 hearing for Energy Research 7 Development program
Authorization act for FY86, 87, 88
John S. Herrington, June 20, 1985 letter
Research & Development testimony
Alvin W. Trivelpiece testimony
Committee view and actions on High Energy Physics
SSC status sent to Sidney Yates
Alvin W. Trivelpiece statement
8. SSC for Illinois, Inc.
Invoice for SSC slide presentation
Draft SSC bylaws
Articles of incorporation
Final articles of incorporation
Steering committee
Steering committee agenda
Structure of SSC for Illinois
SSC briefing paper
Status report of activities
Organizational chart
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Letter from Maxine Leftwich to Don E.
Clerical service at ENR Chicago office
May 6, 1985, news release
"Thank you" letter to Michael Schneiderman
Issues memo
SSC workplan (1985)
9. SSC: Fermi lab
March 9 support letter to Donald Hodel from Governor
Agenda for tunneling workshop, April 30, 1985
Tunneling workshop announcement
SSC article by Leon Lederman (draft)
Glossary of Fermilab terms
Physics Today article
Appendixes
10. Governor's Interagency Task Force
Project correspondence
Map title, source, and agency
Fermilab project update, July 24, 1985
SSC information topics
SSC proposal, Lucas, Hennessey and Associates
SSC background papers
Progress meeting, Jan 14, 1985)
Site information topics/assignment matrix
Monthly progress scale
January 25, 1984, Fermilab meeting
Summarized status of the various tasks
January 27, 1984, Task Force minutes
Siting parameters document
Progress meeting, March 1, 1985
Task Force director
11. IITRI
May IITRI meetings
Amendment to ENR contract, June 26, 1985
Letters regarding suggested SSC policy
Site proposal preparation progress report for April 1985
Letter retaining Joseph Lach as support consultant
Letter requiring Joseph Lach's signature
Verification of executed contract
Agreement of preparation contract
IITRI proposal, January 1985
Site factor analysis, April 1985
Appendix
Area scoring sheets
Summarized activities for February 1985
12. Land Acquisitions
Land acquisition requirement for SSC
13. SSC news clips
Potential Dekalb site map and correspondence
SSC information sheet
State of Illinois Commission on SSC
Facts concerning SSC, February 18, 1985 draft
Minutes of February 11, 1985 meeting
Illinois group mailing list
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Washington lobbying strategy
News articles of SSC
14. Scientific investigation
Contract-obligation document
15. SSC site parameters document
DOE'S letter to Governor
Site criteria and catalog of information needs
Letter to Tom Jacobius from Sandy Tristano
16. SSC state funding
Status on FY84 $500k supplemental for Fermilab
Notice of Grant Award #4 SSC
Notice of Grant Award #3 SSC
Don's letter to Mandeville
Fermilab project funding
Supporting role of EEA for SSC
SSC supplemental appropriation
17. USDOE documents
SSC information
SSC program
Partial list of items to be covered in an SSC proposal
News clips on USDOE
FILES ON EUROPEAN PARTICLE ACCELERATORS CERN AND DESY
1. Report: "High Energy Physics in Europe and the United States"
2. Notes and articles
3. LEP reports
Appendices to a document "Call for Tenders"
"Economic utility resulting from CERN contracts",
1975 and 1984 reports
LEP project report: "Technical characteristics of the rocks"
LEP project report: "Reconnaissance Gallery, G1R"
LEP project report: "Record of a full section blast at Villeneuve-
Crozet, on 2.9.1982
LEP report on the geology of the plains area
LEP project report: "Geological and hydrogeological description of
the strata to be traversed during the excavation of the LEP
workings in the Piedmont Zone"
4. DESY, public information packet
5. CERN, public information packet
NEWSLETTER/NEWSCLIPPINGS FILE
The following is a listing of SSC-related newsletters in the archives. The
title or file heading is listed in the left column, the publishing agency in
the right column. Collections of most titles are incomplete.
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Fermi News Fermi National Accelerator
Illinois Resources IL Dept. of Energy and Natural
Resources (DENR)
The Lattice Universities Research
Association
Miscellaneous newsletters, Illinois
Miscellaneous newsletters, other
SSC - Exploring the Universe in Illinois IL DENR and SSC for IL Inc.
SSC for Fermilab SSC for Fermilab, Inc.
Supercollider Newsletter URA Design Center
DOE news (press releases) U.S. DOE
Miscellaneous press releases
SSC-ENR press clippings IL DENR
NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS
This collection contains over 100,000 newspaper clippings under three
headings: Illinois Newspapers, Newspapers from other States, and Miscellaneous
Sources (such as the Wall Street Journal, various weekly publications, etc.).
The clippings range in date from 1984 to 1988 for Illinois, and mainly 1987
and 1988 for other sources. The majority of the clippings were provided by
Bacon's Clipping Service. They are arranged in reverse chronological order by
year and month for Illinois and Miscellaneous Sources. Clippings from other
state newspapers are arranged alphabetically by state, and in reverse
chronological order by year and by month when applicable.
Illinois
1. 1988 - December-August
2. 1988 •- July
3. 1988 - June
4. 1988 •- May
5. 1988 •- April
6. 1988 - March
7. 1988 •- March
8. 1988 • February
9. 1988 •- February
10. 1988 February
11. 1988 -- February
12. 1988 •- February
13. 1988 January
14. 1988 January
15. 1987 December
16. 1987 December-November
17. 1987 - • October
18. 1987 - • October
19. 1987 - October
20. 1987 - September
21. 1987 September
22. 1987 - September
23. 1987 •- August
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24. 1987 - July
25. 1987 - June
26. 1987 - Mi seel laneous
27. 1986 - M- scellaneous
28. 1985 - M 1 scellaneous
29. 1984 - Mi seel laneous
30. 1983 - Mi scellaneous
Other States
31. Alabama - • 1988, January-June
32. Alabama 1987, June-December
33. Alaska
34. Arkansas
35. Arizona • 1988, March-June
36. Arizona - 1988, February
37. Arizona • 1988, January
38. Arizona 1987, December
39. Arizona - 1987, September-November
40. Arizona - 1987, July-August
41. Colorado - 1988, January-June
42. Colorado - 1987, October-December
43. Colorado - 1987, July-September
44. Connecticut
45. Cal forn' a - 1988 June
46. Cal form a - 1988 May
47. Cal form a - 1988
,
April
48. Cal • form a - 1988 March
49. Cal i forn" a - 1988 February
50. Cal i forn" a - 1988 January
51. Cal i form a - 1987 December
52. Cal i forn" a - 1987 December
53. Cal i fonr n a - 1987 November
54. Cal i form a - 1987 October
55. Cal i form a - 1987 September
56. Cal i form a - 1987 September
57. Cal i form a - 1987 August
58. Cal i form a - 1987 August
59. Cal i form a - 1987 July
60. Cal iforni a - 1987 June
61. Delaware
62. Florida • 1988, Jcmuary-June
63. Florida • 1987, Sejptember-December
64. Florida - 1987, Jijne-August
65. Georgia
66. Idaho
67. Iowa
68. Indiana 1988, J<inuary-June
69. Indiana - 1987, Jijne-December
70. Kansas
71. Kentucky
72. Louisianal - 1988, January-June
73. Loui siami - 1987, June-December
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74. Massachusetts - 1988, January-June
75. Massachusetts - 1987, June-December
76. Maryland
77. Michigan - 1988, June
78. Michigan - 1988, May
79. Michigan - 1988, April
80. Michigan - 1988, March
81. Michigan - 1988, February
82. Michigan - 1988, January
83. Michigan - 1987
84. Minnesota
85. Mississippi - 1988, January-June
86. Mississippi - 1987, June-December
87. Missouri
88. Montana
89. New York - 1988, February-June
90. New York - 1988, January
91. New York - 1988, January
92. New York - 1987, December
93. New York - 1987, November
94. New York - 1987, November
95. New York - 1987, October
96. New York - 1987, September
97. New York - 1987, September
98. New York - 1987, June-August
99. Nebraska
100. Nevada
101
.
New Hampshire
102. New Jersey
103. New Mexico
104. North Carolina - 1988, June
105. North Carolina - 1988, May
106. North Carolina - 1988, April
107. North Carolina - 1988, March
108. North Carolina - 1988, February
109. North Carolina - 1988, January
110. North Carolina - 1987, December
111. North Carolina - 1987, October-November
112. North Carolina - 1987, September
113. North Carolina - 1987, June-August
114. North Dakota
115. Ohio - 1988, January-February
116. Ohio - 1988, January
117. Ohio - 1987, December
118. Ohio - 1987, October-November
119. Ohio - 1987, September
120. Ohio - 1987, June-August
121. Oklahoma
122. Oregon
123. Pennsylvania
124. Rhode Island
125. South Carolina
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126. South Dakota
127. Tennessee - 1988, January-June
128. Tennessee - 1987, June-December
129. Texas - 1988, June-July
130. Texas - 1988, May
131. Texas - 1988, April
132. Texas - 1988, March
133. Texas - 1988, February
134. Texas - 1988, January
135. Texas - 1987, December
136. Texas - 1987, November
137. Texas - 1987, November
138. Texas - 1987, October
139. Texas - 1987, October
140. Texas - 1987, September
141. Texas - 1987, September
142. Texas - 1987, August
143. Texas - 1987, July
144. Utah
145. Vermont
146. Virginia
147. Washington
148. Washington D. r*
149. West Virginia
150. Wisconsin
151. Wyoming
Mi see llaneous Newscl ippings
152. 1988-June A -H
153. 1988-June I -N
154. 1988-June -T
155. 1988-June U -Z
156. 1988-May A -H
157. 1988-May I -N
158. 1988-May -T
159. 1988-May U -Z
160. 1988-April A--H
161. 1988-April I--N
162. 1988-April 0--T
163. 1988-April U-Z
164. 1988-March A--H
165. 1988-March I--N
166. 1988-March 0-T
167. 1988-March U--Z
168. 1988-February A-H
169. 1988-February I-N
170. 1988-February 0-T
171. 1988-February U-Z
172. 1988-January A-H
173. 1988-January I-N
174. 1988-January 0-T
175. 1988-January U-Z
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176. 1987-December A-H
177. 1987-December I-N
178. 1987-December O-T
179. 1987-December U-Z
180. 1987-November A-H
181. 1987-November I-N
182. 1987-November O-T
183. 1987-November U-Z
184. 1987-October A-H
185. 1987-October I-N
186. 1987-October O-T
187. 1987-October U-Z
188. 1987-September A-H
189. 1987-September I-N
190. 1987-September O-T
191. 1987-September U-Z
192. 1987-August A-H
193. 1987-August I-N
194. 1987-August O-T
195. 1987-August U-Z
196. 1987-July A-H
197. 1987-July I-N
198. 1987-July O-T
199. 1987-July U-Z
200. Associated Press, 1988-March and April
201. Associated Press, 1988-January and February
202. Associated Press, 1987
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PART THREE: SSC FOR FERMILAB FILES
GENERAL FILES
1. Administrative decision makers
List of officials involved with SSC decision, July 1985
2. Advertising
List of local advertisers, November 15, 1988
List of advertising sponsorships and examples of ads, 1988
Advertising schedule, April 8, 1988
Group of materials on individual advertisers:
Richard A. Carrigan
Gregory Urban, Omnibyte Corporation
Jeff Belding, Belding Corporation
Jerry Bradshaw, Gary/Wheaton Bank
Clifford Berglund, Plainfield Stamping, Inc.
Jack McEachern, Jr., Wayne Circuits, Inc.
Allan Hamilton, Hamilton Partners
Wendell Ellis, Whittaker Corporation
Jim Hook, Arbor Electric, Inc.
Chester Orlowski, Carpenters Local 1889
Stanley Perry, International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers #701
Robert Young, International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers #461
Charles F. Clark, Jr., Plumbers and Pipefitters Local
#554
Richard J. Bruening
Laura Gray, Bank of Wheaton
Glen Miller, Regional Director of Tax Practice
G. Carl Ball, George J. Ball, Inc.
Cliff Sisko, Land Acquisitions, Inc.
G. E. Grant, Union Carbide Corporation
James Pearson, Aurora Industries, Inc.
Gerald DeNicholas, Deloitte, Haskins, & Sells
Dennis Meyer, The Anvan Companies
Jim Stevenson, KineticSystems Corporation
John Bryan, Geneva Construction Company
Richard J. Mc Cann, McCann Construction Specialties Co.
Paul Grupp, Tool & Die Makers Lodge #113
Robert G. Gibson, Illinois State AFL/CIO
Deane Patterson, Aurora Pump
Waste Management, Inc.
Rick Ziehm, Precision Extrusions, Inc.
Pat Harbour, Harbour Construction, Inc.
3. Argonne film proposal
Outl ine of proposal
4. Board, Correspondence to, 1986-1987
Coalition building letters, Commercial Club Contracts
Draft: SSC For Illinois Waste Products Q&A
To Kristin Dean from Norm Peterson: cost to build
Fermilab, report 1984
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910
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
To SSC for Illinois board members from Kristin Dean,
attachments: member's address list, SSC talking points,
list of other state leaders
Miscellaneous letters, memos, and clippings
5. Board, Correspondence to, 1988
Memo: Hurray for Leon
Memo on Heartland Institute study on SSC
Form letter against the Heartland Study, address listing
attached
Material for review for board meeting of August 16, 1988
Response to questionnaire sent to board members August 1987
Draft of letter concerning federal savings by siting
the SSC at Fermilab
Notice from January 22, 1988 Federal Register
Miscellaneous letters, memos, and clippings
6. Board, Correspondence from, 1987-1988
Excerpt from 1989 Energy and Water Appropriations House
Bill
Minutes of Valley Industrial Association Dinner, June 12, 1988
List of financial contributors to SSC for Illinois,
March 9, 1988
Mayer, Brown & Piatt, announcement of Richard Williamson,
Assistant Secretary of State
William Greener, Searle: The Super Collider Report
Announcement by Richard Williamson of acceptance of
position of Asstistant Secretary of State
Report by Don Perkins: "One man's angry analysis of
Chicago's weakest link"
Report by Don Perkins: "Around the world in 17 days -
October 28 to November 14, 1987"
SSC for Illinois Waste Products Q&A
Frank Miller, speech presented to Torske Klub, June 11, 1987
Miscellaneous letters, memos, and clippings
8. Minutes and materials from executive committee board
meetings, 1987-1988
Board meetings, SSC For Illinois, Inc
Board meeting, SSC For Illinois, Inc
Board meeting, SSC For Illinois
Board meeting, SSC For Illinois
Board meeting, SSC
Board meeting, SSC
Board meeting, SSC
Board meeting, SSC
Board meeting, SSC
Board meeting, SSC
Board meeting, SSC
For Illinois
For Illinois
For Illinois
For Illinois
For Fermilab
For Fermilab
Inc.
Inc.
Inc.
Inc.
Inc.
Inc.
Inc.
Inc.
Inc.
1985
April 29, 1986
October 22, 1986
March 23, 1987
May 11, 1987
July 20, 1987
October 19, 1987
January 13, 1988
May 26, 1988
August 9, 1988
September 9, 1988For Fermilab
Lists of board members 1987-1988; letters of
invitation to join the Board
Board member resumes
Center for Governmental Studies, Northern Illinois U.
Memo to Kristin Dean from Linda Cooper, attachment:
code book for April 1987 survey of public opinion
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Questionnaire for survey of public opinion of SSC;
transmittal letter attached
Northern Illinois University booklet: "An overview of
center research programs"
Letter to Linda Cooper from Kristin Dean
Memo from D. Dobson
23. SSC Central Design Group
Report: Project overview
Presentation to the III National SSC Site Conference
by James Sanford, November 1, 1986
Presentation, version of October 29, 1986
Reference Designs Study for SSC, May 8, 1984
Parsons Brinckerhoff report, June 15, 1984
Booklet, 1987
Organizational chart for Central Design Group, August 1987
24. Chicago Area Public Affairs Group
Membership list, May 1988
Luncheon advisories
Membership list, October 1987
25. Chicago High Tech Association
Newsletters
Correspondence
Membership renewal form
Speech: "Economic benefits of the SSC"
Pamphlet: "Growing your own business"
26. CIC report of Superconducting Super Collider
27. Civic Committee of the Commercial Club of Chicago
Illinois Group membership list 1985/86
CI ippings
List of attendees, Civic Committee meeting, May 4, 1987
Report: "Illinois deserves SSC"
Article submitted to Crain's Chicago Business
Form letters, April 20, 1987
Report: "Illinois congressional delegation, well-versed
experts on SSC"
Memo on SSC meeting of May 4, 1987
Minutes of Welcoming Service meeting, June 11, 1987
Form letters to state officials concerning funding IMSA
Minutes of Civic Committee Meeting, May 4, 1987
Agenda for Federal Conference on Commercial Applications
of Superconductivity, July 1987
Proposed letter from Governor Thompson to accompany
SSC for Illinois press kit
Letters and memos
28. Coalition building, local, 1987
Form letter to those who signed petitions in support of
SSC
Release forms for Area Leadership Committee
Form letter inviting membership in the Area Leadership
Committee, attachment: address list
Coalition building questionnaires, completed
Listing of county fair dates for 1987 from Baker Marketing
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Listing of science teacher groups in Illinois
Letters and memos
29. Coalition, national, 1986-1987
Phone call listing December 1987
State lists for coalition building
Form letters to attendees of meeting of November 19, 1987
Coalition building questionnaire for SSC for Illinois
Group of form letters sent to governors of other states
from James R. Thompson
Superconducting Super Collider Background Paper (D.-43)
Letters and memos
30. Coalition building, national, 1988
List of supporters for SSC for Fermilab outside
of Illinois
Crain's top 100 public companies in Chicago, June 1988
Crain's top 100 private companies in Chicago, May 1988
Mailing list of senators and representatives on special
committee in 14 states
Mailing list of colleges and universities in big ten
states
Mailing list of names of presidents/chancellors of
206 colleges and universities with graduate programs
in physics
List of midwestern Fermilab users
Mailing list of governors in states not competing
Mailing list of mayors in major cities in states not
competing
Letters and memos
31. Coalition, physicists
Letter from James W. Cronin, Fermi Institute
Draft letters by James Cronin on behalf of SSC for
111 inois
Mailing list of persons who received letter from
James W. Cronin
32. Coalition, regional, 1988
Mail ing 1 ist, top 500
Letters and memos
33. Coalition, regional, 1988
List of midwestern governors
CI ippings
Samples of letters from Bob Mallot and Don Perkins sent to
SSC for Illinois board members
List of chiefs of staff
CEO list
Group of form letters sent by Don Perkins, January 25, 1988
Group of form letters sent by Kristin Dean, January 28, 1988
Forbes 500s list
Copies of letters sent by Bob Malott and Don Perkins
Form letter from Don Perkins with attached mailing list
Draft "civic leaders" letter for review
Letters to governors from Bob Mallott
Group of thank-you letters
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34. College of DuPage
Memos from Charles Nowak on Economic Development
Breakfasts, 1987-1988
Three copies of "The cutting edge"
35. Colorado Conference, December 1987: "SSC - status report
to the nation"
Agenda
List of dinner attendees
List of symposium attendees
Brochure passed at symposium
List of major donors to the SSC for Illinois
Fermilab Valuation Advisory Committee listing
SSC For Illinois Science Advisory Committee listing, 1987
Partial transcript
36. Competition, general information
Descriptive listings of competing sites
CI ippings
Analysis of media coverage of SSC proposals
Geological analysis of competition
Summary chart of competition
a. Arizona
Promotional material
Reports on Arizona's presentation
Presentation to the delegation, April 7, 1987
Clippings
b. California
Clippings
news releases
UC FOCUS, July 1987
Materials available at the California press conference on
the SSC, November 16, 1987, including the Statement of
Disqualification for Davis Site
c. Colorado
Summary public information piece
CI ippings
Memos by Lucy Curran and Dave Gross evaluating the site
d. Georgia
CI ippings
e. Idaho
cl ippings
f. Illinois
Cl ippings
g. India
Cl ippings
h. Kansas
Partial copy of executive summary to site proposal
i . Michigan
State of Michigan Senate Bill #788
Cl ippings
Detroit News Magazine, May 8, 1988
j. Minnesota
Cl ippings
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k. Mississippi
Promotional material
Newsletter
Basic offer and resource enhancements
Mississippi SSC Symposium, memo from attendees
Letter to David Murphree from Michael Dingerson
CI ippings
1 . New Mexico
Introduction to the Estancia Basin Site Proposal
m. New York
Introduction to Rochester Site Proposal
Clippings
Introduction to St. Regis Valley Site Proposal
n. North Carolina
Memo on presentations by DOE and North Carolina
CI ippings
Memo from James R. Thompson to James G. Martin
o. Ohio
CI ippings
p. Oregon
CI ippings
q. Tennessee
CI ippings
r. Texas
Report on Texas hearings on DEIS
Agenda for the First National Industrial Symposium on SSC
Technologies and Construction, August 28-30, 1988
CI ippings
Notes taken by Bob Bauer on site proposal
Texas and Illinois rankings in the receipt of Federal
funds
Memo from Dave Gross, May 3, 1988, attachments: selections from
the press kit used in Texas and clippings
s. Washington
CI ippings
t. Washington D.C.
CI ippings
37. Congressional action (1)
Correspondence
CI ippings
38. Congressional action (2)
Hearing report by Cynthia Lebrun-Yaffe, April 20, 1988
Remarks by Under Secretary Salgado, SSC Industry Meeting,
March 9, 1988
Amendment: Section 5.237 added to "An act in relation to
State Finance", authorizing compensation for personal
property damage as a result of SSC construction
Congressional Record, photocopies of relevant materials
Statement by John S. Herrington, February 10, 1987
SSC Authorization (H.R. 3228) Status by State, September 14, 1987
Map of Argonne National Laboratory
Washington Report, August 7-September 4, 1987
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Amendment to Senate Bill 914
Amendment to House Bill 3228
Congressional Staff Briefing, SSC, September 6, 1987
Federal Register, January 22, 1988 (v. 53:14), p. 1821-3
Statement by Dan Rostenkowski
Mailing list from Harris Falwell
Discussion of Home Equity Protection Programs
Original federal decision, Janaury 20, 1967, selecting the site for
Fermilab
Science and Technology Advisory Committee Meetings
material
s
List of key congressional contacts for SSC, December 15, 1987
Hearing on SSC Project, March 22, 1988
U.S. DOE Budget Authorization tables, April 1988
39. Correspondence, Governor's Office
List of invitees to Fermilab party, October 25, 1988
Correspondence
News releases
State of Illinois Proclamation of June 17, 1988
40. Corridor Group
Directory
Memos
41. Cost estimate information
42. Craft & Richards Law Offices, 1985 Report
43. Department of Commerce and Community Affairs, SSC information
44a. Department of Energy, information
DOE hearing, October 6-7, 1988
DOE meeting, February 18, 1988
DOE debriefing, December 6, 1988
Correspondence
CI ippings
News releases
b. SSC Best Qualified Sites, statement by Secretary
of Energy John S. Herrington, January 19, 1988
Statement regarding radiation and low level
radioactive waste by Dr. Philip Gustafson
Highlights from testimony of Joseph Salgado on March 22,
1988
Remarks regarding the SSC by William J. McDonough,
February 18, 1988
Testimony of Don Etchison, February 17, 1988
Testimony of Richard D. Cline, February 18, 1988
Remarks by Under Secretary Salgado, SSC Industry Meeting,
March 9, 1988
Report on Texas hearings on DEIS
Testimony of Kristin Dean before the SSC Site Task Force,
October 6, 1988
SSC Site Evaluations, a report by the SSC Site Task Force,
November 1988
Plan for site selection announcement, November 4, 1988, by
Nancy Ebert
Task force assessment of proposals
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Illinois BQL Sites, information and support request
NAS/NAE Review Panel (list)
Statement of Alvin W. Trivelpiece, June 23, 1986
c. Information to prospective proposers from U.S. DOE, 1987
correspondence
Draft copy of report for the case of Illinois (no date)
45. Department of Energy visit, May 16-19, 1988
46. Display
Correspondence
News releases
Draft copy for the four panels on the Bally Display
Draft copies of video quiz questions for the display
Sketches of the display
Bally Manufacturing Corporation fact sheet
Harza Visual Simulation fact sheet
Description of SSC Display/Exhibit
Location of display at the State Fair
47. DuKane Valley CounciLetter
48. East-West Corporate Corridor Corporation
List of officers and board of directors, 1987
List of active members, 1987
Meeting agendas
Statement of purpose
Memos
49. Economic impact
News releases
Correspondence
SSC for Illinois Economic Q&A
SSC for Illinois Waste products Q&A
Forecast of statewide economic impact of the construction of the SSC
Revised economic impact analysis of the SSC
Revised SSC economic impact estimates
Economic impact of the SSC
Economic and property tax impacts of the SSC
50. Education
Illinois educational facilities authority, revised
official statement
A video disc school program, May 1987
51. Environmental impact statement
Illinois response, draft statement
SSC Environmental impact statement communication action
plan, August 9, 1988
Various SSC "white papers"
State review and comment of DEIS for SSC
"Fermilab/SSC and radiation" by L. Coulson
Review of volume 3: Environmental assesssment
Illinois SSC site visit and EIS contact list
Public meeting on SSC, Kaneville, January 12, 1988
Summary of citizen concerns and questions
Illinois EIS data request questionnaire
Correspondence
News releases
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52. Environmental issues
Michigan SSC health and environmental safety issues Q&A
Correspondence
53. Farmland Preservation Act
54. Federal preservation laws
55. Fermilab evaluation
Fermi valuation study report, draft, January 8, 1988
Fermi valuation study report, draft, Februrary 5, 1988
SSC for Illinois, Inc. contract, 1987-1988
Fermilab valuation advisory committee, November 25, 1987
Correspondence
Fermi Valuation Advisory Committee meeting, September 28, 1987
Notes on Fermi and SSC by H. Edwards
Cost evaluation study by Hill & Knowlton
List of members of SSC for Illinois, February 1988
The Fermilab in 110 words
Agenda of meeting of September 17, 1987
56. Fermilab information
High energy physics in western Europe
Glossary of Fermilab terms
Precollege programs at Fermi
brochures
Comments of the Ohio SSC site conference by Joseph Lach,
November 3, 1986
Program for 7th Annual Meeting of the Fermilab
Industrial affiliates
Fermilab as SSC site
"The Fermilab Upgrade" by Leon Lederman, July 26, 1988
Basis for the selection of the Chicago (Weston) site for
location of the 200 BEV accelerator laboratory,
report by the Atomic Energy Commission, January 18, 1967
Draft article by Leon Lederman, Research and Development, 1985
Fermilab industrial affiliates update and technical
report distribution for June 1987
Vitae for Joseph Lach
Resolution supporting the SSC project (Village of
Boll ingbrook)
Program, Regional Resources meeting, August 31, 1987
List of Fermilab scientists by state and institution
Fact sheet on Fermilab and Northern Illinois
List of Fermilab industrial affiliates
Quotes from university presidents
List of Fermilab users December 1987
High energy physics program presentation to the
executive committe of ten Fermilab Users Association,
March 13, 1987
57. Friends of Fermi, general information
58. Fermilab Vendors (advertising)
59. General dynamics
Materials for meeting of March 20, 1987
60. Governor's Commission on Science and Technology
List of appointments to the commission, May 1987
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List of advisors on the commission, September 1988
Meeting schedule for 1988-1989
Meeting notices, agendas, and minutes
Correspondence
Information describing the Midwest Technology Institute
Description of proposed Illinois Superconductivity
Institute
Cost to rebuild Fermilab in 1984 dollars, report by
N. G. Jordan and P. V. Livdahl
61. Governor's conference, 1986
List of attendees
Correspondence
62. Governor's SSC Task Force
Membership 1 ist 1985
Proposal input assignments report, March 5, 1987
Correspondence
Organizational charts
63. Heartland Institute
Correspondence
News releases
CI ippings
Draft: Heartland Institute Policy Study
ENR Response to The Heartland Institute executive
summary point #1
Economic impact of the SSC, March 1, 1988
"Superconducting Super Collider: super boondoggle?"
rough draft by Craig Jones
"Selective tax abatements - Do they work?"
by John H. Beck
64. Herrington meeting, October 6, 1988
Correspondence
Meeting agenda
"Key Facts" sheet
Statements, September 23, 1988
Material for presentation to Secretary Herrington
Complete list of people who have written in support
SSC for Fermilab, September, 21. 1988
65. Herrington statement, January 30, 1987
66. Hill & Knowlton marketing plan
Media action plan
Project overview
67. IITRI proposal
List of Illinois site proposal team members,
September 1987
NAS/NAE Review Panel
Essay: "Illinois and the SSC: resources and people that
can guarantee success"
Tentative agenda of SSC Interagency Task Force meeting,
March 5, 1987
Proposal preparation schedule
Agency assignments
Proposed agenda for the meeting of geological and
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environmental teams, November 7, 1986
Announcement of roundtable by the Technology Transfer
Society, May 22, 1987
Correspondence
68. IITRI proposal, staff comments
TARP vs. SSC
SSC proposal cross index of questions
Illinois SSC distribution list, key team
members and contributors
Comments on 2nd draft of IITRI's SSC proposal
IIT "Viewpoint", 1986
Correspondence
69. IITRI proposed
Members of tech review
Correspondence
70. Illinois ambassadors
Congressional visit, program, June 22, 1987
Membership list 1987
Information folder for new membership
Correspondence
71. The Illinois Group
Membership list, 1985-1986
72. Illinois Manufacturer's Association
Linda Hoffman: "Foreign investment - Is it leading
us into trouble?"
Carl Edquist, speech
Correspondence
73. Incentives
Lists of incentives, 1987
SSC state-financed infrastructure improvements, 1987
SSC incentives proposal form
Incentives questionnaire
Welcoming service, draft language
List of vendors to Fermi
List of unofficial financing options, 1987
Correspondence
74. Incentives, academic
University of Illinois group, draft incentive statement
Illinois Mathematics and Science Academy, six month
review, February 1987
Illinois Mathematics and Science Academy, SSC resolution
Institute for Advance Science, proposal, June 1987
Correspondence
75. Incentives, cultural
Correspondence
76. Incentives, housing
Housing proposal, draft language
Correspondence
77. Incentives, local
Review of water and wastewater sections, 1987
State statutes pertaining to the siting of the SSC
Resolution by Addison Township
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Correspondence
78. Incentives, magnets
SSC magnet meeting, April 27, 1987
CBI Industries, Inc. brochure
Correspondence
79. Incentives, state
SSC state-financed infrastructure improvements, 1988
Land acquisition services for the SSC
Proposed Illinois SSC bond authorization legislation
Memorandum from State of Illinois
Bureau of the Budget, April 1987
Correspondence
80. Incentives, supercomputing center
81. Industrial affiliates
General information brochure, 1986
List of members
Sixth annual meeting, May 30, 1986
Industrial resources printout taken from 1984 DUNS file
82. Institute for Illinois
83. Interest group correspondence
84. ISGS
SSC Environmental Screening Task Force meeting,
May 28, 1986
SSC project review agenda, July 14, 1986
"Base level monitoring and other urgent studies for
the SSC" by Krishan P. Singh, ISWS
SSC project review by State Water Survey
Environmental model for SSC, outline
SSC summary, Illinois State Museum Task Outline,
July 14, 1986
Proposed memorandum of understanding to be attached
to contract SSC between the Board of Trustees,
University of Illinois and Illinois DENR
Amendment to agreement, May 16, 1986
Siting the SSC in Illinois, information on Task 16:
analysis of competition
Red Team Review meeting, August 28, 1986
Correspondence
85. IU SSC technical teams
Minutes of meeting of SSC technical teams,
December 3, 1986
86. Kane County
Kane County Economic Affairs Committee meeting
minutes, March 19, 1987
Correspondence
87. Key people
88. Leon Lederman
Essay: "In search of answers large and small: A
scientist's case for the SSC"
Essay: "To understand the universe"
Essay: "Viewpoint from fundamental science"
Essay: "The value of fundamental science"
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Essay: "Unraveling the mysteries of the atom"
Essay: "Basic research and economic development"
Essay: "Economic utility resulting from CERN contacts"
Essay: "Why is the SSC worth doing?"
Regional resources meeting, August 31, 1987
Travel agenda
Correspondence
CI ippings
89. Legislative proposals, state
90. Letter, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
President
91. Letters to Regan
92. Lobbyists, D.C.
Talking points on the CBO report on the SSC
CBO study on the SSC, October 1988
Bill Hecht and Associates, Inc., prospectus
Hearing report prepared by Cynthia Lebrun-Yaffe,
House Committee on Science, Space and Technology,
April 7, 1987
List of key congressional contacts, midwestern states,
for SSC, December 1987
Remarks by Under Secretary Salgado, SSC Industry
Meeting, March 9, 1988
List of Illinois Group members, January 1988
Debate from the Congressional Record, June 3, 1988,
covering consideration in the House of the Energy
authorization bill
Text of the GOP document: "Republican Party issues
detailed, long platform"
93. Local office (1)
Bill Kempiners and Bob Eppley, biweekly reports
Lesnik and Co., Community Public Relations Action Plan,
prel iminary report
Mailing list of governmental leaders from Will and DeKalb
counties
Correspondence
94. Local office (2)
Garfield Museum brochure
Bill Kempiners monthly activity reports
SSC Area Leadership Committee, proposed activities
Amendment to agreement: "Liaison to local government
for the SSC Project"
U.S. DOE environmental impact statement data request
DOE meeting, February 18, 1988
Mailing list of young leaders in the Illinois
Agricultural Leadership Program
Community profile questionnaire
Lobbyists registration statement
Public meeting in Kaneville Township, October 15, 1987
Public meeting on SSC, St. Charles, January 21, 1988
Public meeting on SSC, Kaneville, January 12, 1988
Request for supplementary information from Harza,
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January 30, 1988
Correspondence
News releases and clippings
95. Local office (3)
Expo Systems order form
Bill Kempiners, monthly reports
Materials for planning session, November 1988, draft:
"Organizational and functional plan for the Illinois
SSC Program"
Draft House Bill 3512: "The SSC good neighbor
legislation"
CSX Technology brochure
Request for SSC speakers, March 9, 1988
DOE meeting, April 27, 1988
Financial contributors to SSC for Illinois, Inc.,
June 8, 1988
Media report, June 24, 1988
Energy and Water Developments Appropriations Bill, 1989
Centel Cable Debate Questions and Answers
Fox Valley Political Action Group resolution, May 1988
Data volume from the preliminary SSC study
Correspondence
News releases
96. Local opposition (1)
Correspondence
News clippings
Citizens Against the Collider Here (CATCH), various
materials
Draft letter thanking persons for writing to Governor
Thompson, April 20, 1988
Correspondence
97. Local opposition (2)
Correspondence
98. Math and Science Academy
Testimony of Lawrence Howe, Commercial Club of Chicago,
to Aurora Citizens Council on School Problems,
September 20, 1987
Brochure
General information
Annual report with transmittal letter to Don Perkins
Correspondence
News releases
99. Media
WFXW Radio Station 1480, information
Media mail ing 1 ist
Article by Douglas Isabel on local debate over the SSC
Correspondence
100. Media tours, national and regional
Recommendations
New York editorial board meeting schedule
Regional tour schedule
Columbus, Ohio
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Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Indianapolis, Indiana
St. Louis, Missouri
101. Media tour, European
Itinerary, DESN and CERN sites, September 24-0ctober 1, 1988
List of attendees, DESN and CERN tour
Correspondence
News releases
102. Media Tour, European, articles
103. Mid-America Committee
1987 sponsors
Correspondence
104. Midcon Expo, September 15-17, 1987, O'Hare
Program
Materials for distribution
Public requests for information on the SSC obtained
at the expo
Correspondence
105. Monthly report, Barbara Chasnoff, 1986
106. NAS/NAE Review Panel
107. National Center for Supercomputing Applications
108. Office of the Speaker
Correspondence
109. Petitions
Letters from Governor Thompson
Petition to President Reagan
110. Planning strategy group
Conference call outline: October 28, 1988
SSC working group, agenda, June 29, 1988
SSC meeting minutes, March 29, 1988
March 1, 1988 meeting, minutes and summary
March 11, 1988 meeting, minutes and summary
Case for SSC and Fermi National Lab, report
Correspondence
111. Press conference, September 1, 1987
Lists of attendees and board officials
112. Proton Therapy Accelerator
Brochure and fact sheet
113. Public relations, ENR
Proposed letter from Governor Thompson to accompany
press kit, August 1987
Correspondence
Coalition building questionnaire
Proposed letter from Governor Thompson to accompany
proposal
Brochures from other states
114. Public relations, SSC (1)
Correspondence
Hill & Knowlton proposal materials
115. Public relations, SSC (2)
Correspondence
Time line for public awareness activities
Article on Illinois congressional delegation
q?

Article: "Illinois: the logical choice"
SSC for Illinois board members
SSC for Illinois coalition building recommendations,
May-June, 1987
Source list
Hill and Knowlton meeting, August 13, 1987
Mailing list of out of state contacts
Results of study on travel time for Fermi Lab users
to four proposed SSC sites
Fermilab valuation study, February 2, 1988
SSC slide script, August 8, 1987
Why Fermilab?, Hill & Knowlton material
News releases
116. Public relations, SSC (3)
News releases
SSC booklet, information
Conference report/action plan reports
Lists of university presidents
Talking points for Don Perkins, evaluation
press conference
Hill & Knowlton budget
Crain's top 100 companies in Chicago, June 8, 1988
Correspondence
117. Purpose
statements
118. Regan letter, July 12, 1986
119. Scientific Advisory Committee
Correspondence
Lists of committee members
Mailing list
Meeting of January 19, 1988
120. Scientific American
Correspondence
Samples of advertisements
121. Senate letter
122. Society for Illinois Scientific Surveys
Memorandum, June 3, 1986
Brochure
Fundraising workplan, April 1985
123. Speakers, miscellaneous
Correspondence
List of speaking engagements, 1988
124. Speech information
Correspondence
Speech for DOE site visit, May 16, 1988
Donald Perkins'speech, July 26, 1988
Speech for Valley Industrial Association
Dinner, April 12, 1988
Talk for Joe Lach, May 6, 1988
Congressional staff briefing, November 7, 1987
Presentation by Chicago Operations Office,
July 30, 1987
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Notes for CEC/ICMC luncheon talk by John Hulm,
June 17, 1987
Frank R. Miller's remarks at Torske Klub,
April 11, 1987
ISGS slides in Chicago
List of master set of slides for SSC siting,
revised September 8, 1986
Speech of Thomas O'Neill
125. Statement by business, 1986
Working papers
Drafts
126. SSC briefing
127. SSC for Illinois, P.R. proposals (1)
Corridor Partnership for Excellence in Education
Cushman
Kearney
128. SSC for Illinois, P.R. proposals (2)
Burston-Marstell ar
Edelman
Tech-Media Corporation
129. SSC general information
130. SSC logos
Camera-ready graphics
SSC site flight information paste up
131. Superconductivity materials
Correspondence
132. Support resolutions (1)
133. Support resolutions (2)
134. Survey, August 1988
Copy of preliminary SSC study, data volume
135. Testimonials presented April 8, 1987
136. Townships in the SSC area
List
137. Tunneling information
138. University Research Association
Board of Trustees
Correspondence
139. Video mail ing
Correspondence
140. Volunteers
Correspondence
141. Washington, D.C. Trip, March 2, 1988
Correspondence
Biographical data on the group visiting
Agenda
Press release
White House information
142. West Suburban Regional Academic Consortium
General information
143. Work plans for SSC
Workplan, March-December 1987
Original budget and timeline 1987
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Lobbying strategy blueprint for SSC, March 28,
Activities, May-October, 1986
Programs workplan, April, 1985
Public relation workplan, April, 1985
WILL Public Broadcasting Channel, proposal
Workplan, October, 1986
Worksheet
Activity reports for 1988
Draft workplan, March-August 1987
1985
CORRESPONDENCE FILES
144. Correspondence
145. Correspondence
146. Correspondence
147. Correspondence
148. Correspondence
149. Correspondence
150. Correspondence
151. Correspondence
152. Correspondence
153. Correspondence
154. Correspondence
155. Correspondence
156. Correspondence
157. Correspondence
158. Correspondence
159. Correspondence
160. Correspondence
161. Correspondence
162. Correspondence
163. Correspondence
164. Correspondence
165. Correspondence
166. Correspondence
167. Correspondence
168. Correspondence
169. Correspondence
170. Correspondence
171. Correspondence
172. Correspondence
173. Correspondence
174. Correspondence
175. Correspondence
176. Correspondence
177. Correspondence
In November, 1988
In October, 1988
In September, 1988
In August, 1988
In July, 1988
In June 1988
In May, 1988
In
,
April, 1988
In
,
March, 1988
In
,
February, 1988
In
,
January, 1988
In
,
December, 1987
In
,
November, 1987
In
,
October, 1987
In September, 1987
In August, 1987
In July, 1987
In June, 1987
In. June, 1987 (2)
In. May, 1987
In, April, 1987
In, January-March, 1987
In, Other than letters, memos, 1988
In, Other than letters, memos, 1988(2)
Out, October-December, 1988
Out, August-September, 1988
Out, June-July, 1988
Out, April -May, 1988
Out, March, 1988
Out, January-February, 1988
Out, November-December, 1987
Out, September-October, 1987
Out, June-August, 1987
Out;, January-May, 1987
PETITIONS
Photocopies of petitions sent to President Reagan requesting
the SSC be built at Fermilab
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178.
179.
180.
181.
182.
183.
184.
185.
186.
187.
188.
189.
190.
191.
192.
193.
194.
195.
196.
197.
198.
Petitions
Petitions
Petitions
Petitions
Petitions
Petitions
Petitions
Petitions
Petitions
Petitions
Petitions
Petitions
Petitions
Petitions
Petitions
Petitions
Petitions
Petitions
Petitions
Petitions
Petitions
September 1987
November 1987 (1)
November 1987 (2)
December 1987
January 1988
February 1988 (1)
February 1988 (2)
March 1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
April
April
April
April
May 1988
June 1988
July 1988 (1)
July 1988 (2)
July 1988 (3)
August 1988
September 1988
September 1988
October 1988
(1)
(2)
PUBLIC RELATIONS PACKAGES
199. Package for press conference after release of Kearney report
200. Package for press conference with Governor Thompson, September 1, 1987
201. Package for DENR site visit to Bally Display, press conference
with Ryan in State of Illinois building
202. Package for potential advertisers
203. Materials mailed to public
204. Materials handed out asking persons to write letters
205. Handout used by Kristin Dean to present to attorneys
206. Handouts used at speaking engagements
207. Package for the media
208. Assorted public relations materials
FUND-RAISING LETTERS AND INFORMATION
209. Letters, 1986
210. Letters, March-April 1987
211. Letters, May 1987
212. Letters, June-October 1987
213. Letters, January 1988
214. Letters, February 1988
215. Letters, March 1988
216. Letters, April 1988
217. Budget information, 1987-1988
218. Financial contributors lists, 1988
219. Mailing lists, 1988
220. Mailing lists, 1987
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